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Abstracts 

Non-aqueous Li-O2 battery has emerged as a promising energy storage technology. Unlike 

other intercalation-based methods, Li ions react with ambient oxygen directly, leading to a 

high specific energy density of up to 3600 W h kg-1 (energy per the mass of Li2O2), which is 

several times higher than that of the state-of-the-art Li-ion batteries. However, the low round-

trip efficiency and poor cycling stability of non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries have hindered their 

commercial use. This thesis aims to develop novel cathode materials by tailoring their 

nanostructures to improve the performance of non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries and gain an in-

depth understanding of the battery electrochemistry. 

First, the relationship between the electrocatalyst structure and battery performance is 

explored through the investigation of NiCo2O4 (NCO) cathode materials as a model example. 

The {111} and {112} crystal planes exposed NCOs with identical morphology were 

developed via a hydrothermal method followed by calcination. The contribution of NCO 

nanostructures to their electrocatalytic activities was systematically evaluated through the 

investigation of crystal plane effects, surface areas and bulk compositions of cathodic NCOs. 

The {112} crystal planes are more active than {111} due to its availability to abundant 

dangling bonds and active octahedral Co3+ and Ni3+ sites. Ni3+ can improve oxygen evolution 

reaction (OER) activity and conductance, promoting the electrocatalytic performance of 

NCO. The NCO nanoplates with exposed {112} crystal planes, high surface areas and good 

conductance are identified as an ideal cathode material. 

Next, macroporous nanocomposites of reduced graphene oxide aerogels (GA) and NCO 

nanoplates were developed via a one-pot self-assembly approach and used as freestanding 

cathodes. In these cathodes, NCO nanoplates can fully cover the walls of the macropores, 
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which provides active sites toward OER and protects GA support from corrosion. Moreover, 

the macroporous GA support can facilitate the mass and electron transportation as well as 

act as accommodation sites for Li2O2 discharge product. After systematic optimization, the 

nanocomposite cathode with a GA: NCO weight ratio of 1: 4 displays superior battery 

performance due to its optimal conductance and NCO coverage on the walls of macropores. 

Last, freestanding macroporous NCO@carbon nanotubes (CNT) cathodes were fabricated 

through a vacuum filtration-assisted self-assembly method followed by template removal to 

generate macropores. The surfaces of NCO@CNT are found to promote the formation of 

amorphous Li2O2 with improved conductivity. As a result, the layer can grow up to 50 nm 

before the cathode is fully passivated, which boosts Li2O2 production and discharge capacity 

of the batteries. During charge, the improved conductivity of amorphous Li2O2 promotes 

OER kinetics, leading to excellent cycling performance. The amorphous Li2O2 layer can be 

a viable alternative to crystalline Li2O2 toroid as the discharge product of high-performance 

Li-O2 batteries. 

Through systematic investigation of the structures of electrocatalysts and their supports on 

the electrocatalytic activities and discharge product properties, the correlations between 

cathode nanostructures and the battery performance have been established. These results 

provide insights into the underlying mechanisms of the electrochemistry and pave paths for 

the future rational designs of novel cathode materials in high-performance non-aqueous Li-

O2 batteries. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1. Background 

With increasing concern regarding carbon emission and climate change, the transformation 

from fossil fuels to renewable energy is inevitable. There has been significant growth in 

renewable energy in Australia in the past two decades. In 2017, Australia produced over 

38000 GWh of renewable energy, which is nearly 17% of the total production, and it is 

estimated that half of the electricity generated will be from renewable sources by 20301. 

Renewable energy technologies such as wind and solar generally have variable outputs, 

which do not always coincide electric demand. Energy storage technologies, such as batteries, 

can ensure the electricity supply from renewable sources matches the demand reliably, even 

when the sources are unavailable. Therefore, they are the keys to integrating renewable 

energy into the current electric grid. The integration of energy storage technologies is rapidly 

growing around the globe. For instance, the state of South Australia is leading the way in the 

integration, with the world largest lithium battery (the 100MW/129MWh battery) already 

operational and several other projects, such as the 150MW SolarReserve Aurora Solar plant 

and the 250MW Virtual Power Plant for 50000 households2 on the way. 

However, it is unlikely current Li-ion technology is sufficient to meet the demand in the long 

run. Bruce et al.3 provided a comprehensive comparison of practical specific energies for 

existing and future battery technologies, and their equivalent driving ranges in electric 

vehicles (EVs) (Figure 1.1). Among the proposed future technologies such as Zn-O2, Li-S 

and Li-O2 batteries, only Li-O2 system is expected to reach the driving range goal of ~500 

km between charges. To that end, the Li-O2 system has gained much attention as one of the 

most promising energy storage technology, especially for EVs. To date, the development of 
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Li-O2 batteries is still in its infancy, and there are paramount challenges to overcome before 

commercialization is possible. 

In pursuit of practical Li-O2 batteries, four systems, namely non-aqueous, aqueous, hybrid, 

and solid-state system, are proposed4. The latter three systems possess a stringent 

requirement for the separator to protect Li anode and facilitate Li+ transport; therefore, the 

non-aqueous system is considered the most favorable4. In a typical non-aqueous Li-O2 

battery, O2 is reduced during discharge through an oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and 

combines Li+ to form Li2O2 on cathode surfaces. Li2O2 is reversibly decomposed during 

charge via an oxygen evolution reaction (OER) to release O2. Li2O2 proves to be problematic 

because it is insoluble in the electrolyte, which hinders efficient cathode usage and limits 

discharge capacity. In addition, Li2O2 is insulating, which shows sluggish kinetics during 

discharge and charge. Moreover, Li2O2 is reactive towards parasitic reactions, leading to low 

round-trip efficiency, high polarization and poor long-term stability for the batteries5–8. 

Because all electrochemical reactions during ORR and OER occur on cathode surfaces, the 

rational design of cathode is of utter importance. In the past decade, numerous carbons, 

precious metals and transition metal oxides-based cathode materials have been proposed. 

Unfortunately, none of these cathode materials are sufficiently active and stable for practical 

Li-O2 batteries. Therefore, it is significant but challenging to develop novel cathode 

materials that can efficiently accommodate Li2O2, promote the decomposition of Li2O2 

under low voltage and are stable against parasitic reactions. 
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Figure 1.1. Practical specific energies for rechargeable batteries along with estimated 

driving distances and pack prices. For future technologies, a range of anticipated specific 

energies is given as shown by the lighter shaded region. The values for driving ranges are 

based on the minimum specific energy for each technology and scaled on the specific energy 

of the Li-ion cells and driving range of the Nissan Leaf.3 The figure is reproduced with 

permission from Ref 3. 

 

1.2. Aim and Objectives 

The aim of this thesis is to design and synthesize effective and stable nanostructured cathode 

materials and illuminate the underlying structure-performance relations for non-aqueous Li-

O2 batteries. The specific objectives are as follows. 

(1) To identify highly active NiCo2O4 (NCO) cathode materials and understand the design 

principles for high-performance cathodes through the investigation of surface atomic 

arrangement, surface areas and bulk compositions; 

(2) To design and synthesize a macroporous reduced graphene oxide aerogel framework to 

support the above-optimized NCO and investigate the syngenetic effect between the 

aerogel support and NCO electrocatalysts to optimize the performance of the cathode; 

(3) To explore the effect of NCO nanoparticles on the morphologies, crystallinities and 

spatial distributions of the discharge product and gain insights into novel cathode designs 

based on an alternative surface growth pathway; to design a freestanding cathode with 
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the proper porous structure for surface growth pathway to overcome the small discharge 

capacity issue with this pathway. 

1.3. Thesis Layout 

This thesis contains six chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the significance and objectives of the 

thesis. Chapter 2 presents a critical review of the cathode designs in non-aqueous Li-O2 

batteries. The mechanisms during the discharging and charging processes and their 

implications on the cathode design are discussed in detail. The recent development in 

cathode materials is also assessed. In Chapter 3, NCO nanoplates with exposed highly active 

crystal planes, high surface areas and high conductance are first developed as an effective 

electrocatalyst, which paves way for the development of novel macroporous cathode. In 

Chapter 4, the NCO nanoplates proposed in Chapter 3 are used in conjunction with 

macroporous reduced graphene oxide aerogel to fabricate a macroporous cathode for the 

effective accommodation of Li2O2 discharge product via the solution growth pathway. 

Chapter 5 explores the effect of NCO on the morphologies and crystallinities of the discharge 

product and presents a novel macroporous NCO@carbon nanotubes cathode that promotes 

the deposition of thick amorphous Li2O2 layer via surface growth pathway on cathode 

surfaces, which significantly improves the discharge capacity and cycling performance. 

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the key achievement of this thesis and provides perspectives 

for potential future work. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

This chapter provides a critical review on Li2O2 formation mechanism during oxygen 

reduction reaction (ORR) and Li2O2 decomposition mechanism during oxygen evolution 

reaction (OER). Recent advances in novel cathode designs are also highlighted. 

 

2.1. Li2O2 Formation during ORR 

In this section, the electrochemistry of non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries during the discharge 

process is discussed. Solid Li2O2 is formed and deposited at cathode surfaces as the discharge 

product. The morphologies and spatial distributions of the insoluble Li2O2 have a significant 

impact on both discharge and charge performance of non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. Therefore, 

it is essential to identify key factors that affect Li2O2 property and production, which will 

aid the rational design of high-performance cathode materials. Alternative discharge 

products and mechanisms for novel non-aqueous Li-O2 systems will also be discussed. 

 

2.1.1. Mechanisms of Li2O2 Formation 

In a typical non-aqueous Li-O2 battery, the formation of Li2O2 discharge product is 

considered as multi-step reactions1–3. Oxygen is first adsorbed on surface active sites (S) to 

generate surface adsorbed O2
* (the * denotes adsorbed species): 

O2 + S → O2
* (2.1) 

Then, O2
* is chemically reduced on cathode surfaces and reacts with Li+ to form surface 

adsorbed LiO2
*: 

O2
* + e- + Li+ → LiO2

* (2.2) 

Finally, LiO2
* can directly undergo an electrochemical reduction process to form Li2O2 via: 
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LiO2
* + Li+ + e- → Li2O2 (2.3) 

or Li2O2 can be generated through a chemical disproportionation of LiO2
*: 

2LiO2
* → Li2O2 + O2 (2.4) 

The electrochemical reduction pathway through equations (2.1)-(2.3) is favored because its 

kinetic barrier is lower4,5. In this pathway, the surface adsorbed LiO2
* directly accepts an 

electron from cathode surfaces to from Li2O2 and is therefore referred to as the surface 

growth pathway. Alternatively, experimental evidence6–8 suggests that the equation (2.2) can 

consist of two solution steps. The dissolved oxygen in the electrolyte can directly trap an 

electron via: 

O2 + e- → O2(sol)
- (2.2a) 

then the O2
- combines with Li+ to form LiO2 that nucleates in solution via: 

O2(sol)
- + Li+ → LiO2(sol) (2.2b) 

The solvated LiO2(sol) can generate Li2O2 in solution via a chemical disproportionation 

pathway through equation (2.4), and this is referred to as solution growth pathway. 

The growth of Li2O2 formed via these pathways results in drastically different 

morphologies9,10. For the surface growth pathway, Li2O2 is formed on cathode surfaces via 

the electrochemical reduction of LiO2
*, which leads to direct and homogenous deposition of 

Li2O2 on cathode surfaces with a layer morphology. The close contact of the Li2O2 layer with 

cathode can enhance the kinetics and reduce the potential11 during battery charge, which 

improves the round-trip efficiency and long-term stability of battery. However, due to the 

low electrical conductivity (10-12 to 10-13 S cm-1)12 of bulk Li2O2, the layer cannot grow 

thicker than 5-10 nm. Beyond this thickness, electrons cannot tunnel through the layer to 

sustain the electrochemistry, and cathode surfaces are passivated, which prevents further 
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Li2O2 production and results in small discharge capacity13,14. For the solution growth 

pathway, Li2O2 is first formed in electrolyte solution; when its concentration exceeds the 

solubility limit, Li2O2 crystallites precipitate on the nucleation sites of cathode surfaces and 

grow into large (up to several micrometers) toroids. Mitchell et al.15 described the formation 

mechanism of these large toroids in detail: initially, thin (~10 nm) Li2O2 plates grow roughly 

parallel to each other to form small Li2O2 disks, then, additional plates nucleate in the void 

space between the splayed plates to form a rim around the disks, eventually resulting in the 

characteristic toroidal morphology. These toroids are formed in the pores of cathode and 

away from cathode surfaces, delaying the blockage of the electrochemically active surface 

area on cathode surfaces. This allows a much higher Li2O2 production and large discharge 

capacity performance before cathode surfaces are fully passivated16. However, the efficient 

decomposition of these large toroids is difficult, which often leads to high potential during 

battery charge. In brief, surface growth pathway shows low charge potential but small 

capacity, while the solution growth pathway shows high charge potential but large capacity 

(Figure 2.1a). 

The discharge current density of the battery is a critical descriptor for determining Li2O2 

formation pathway. It is often observed that Li2O2 toroids are dominantly formed at a low 

current density while thin Li2O2 layers tend to be produced at a high current density1 (Figure 

2.1b). At a low current density, the electron transportation is slower than LiO2 solvation, so 

equation (2.4) is more favorable than equation (2.3), and the solution growth pathway is 

dominant. At a high current density, the fast electron transportation can generate a high 

concentration of LiO2
*, which promotes equation (2.3) and suppresses equation (2.4), and 

the surface growth pathway is favored. Furthermore, the size of Li2O2 toroids in solution 
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growth pathway is also current density-dependent. Lau et al.18 described a model (Figures 

2.1c and 2d) for the nucleation and growth of Li2O2 toroids and proposed that the high 

current density can cause the crowding of the nuclei and a reduction of Li2O2 particle size, 

which ultimately results in lower Li2O2 production on cathode surfaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. (a) SEM images of the cathodes with thin-film and toroidal Li2O2 morphologies 

(scale bars indicate 400 nm) and their scheme for the effect of the typical Li2O2 morphologies 

on battery performance via different pathways; (b) scheme of ORR mechanism as a function 

of the current density; (c) scheme of the effect of current density on nucleation rate and the 

final amount of Li2O2 deposited; (d) fit of capacity as a function of current density. Figures 

are reproduced with permission from (a) ref 17, (b) ref 1, (c, d) ref 18. 
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2.1.2. Effect of Cathode Materials on Li2O2 Formation 

Controlling the formation of Li2O2 with desirable morphology is crucial for high-

performance non-aqueous Li-O2 battery. In practice, Li-O2 batteries are almost always tested 

under low current density conditions, and electrolytes employed can always solvate LiO2
* to 

some extent, both of which promote the solution growth pathway. Therefore, the toroid Li2O2 

formation via the solution growth pathway is dominantly observed on most cathode 

materials. However, Yimaz et al.19 first provided experimental evidence that a 

RuO2/MWCNT cathode can generate Li2O2 with a thin layer morphology at a current density 

that toroid Li2O2 would typically occur (Figure 2.2a). It is proposed that RuO2 nanoparticles 

show strong O2 adsorption, which results in the formation of Li2O2 with a layer morphology 

via the surface growth pathway. Later, Yang et al.20 reported that on a Pd/graphene cathode, 

worm-like small Li2O2 particles that can cover most cathode surfaces are formed via the 

surface growth pathway. Density functional theory studies reveal that Pd in Pd/graphene 

cathode shows strong LiO2 adsorption, so Li2O2 can be formed via the direct electrochemical 

reduction of LiO2 and cover most cathode surfaces (Figure 2.2b). 

Evidently, the adsorption ability of O2 and LiO2 on cathode surfaces play a critical role in 

determining Li2O2 formation pathway. Recently, the correlation between the cathode O2 

adsorption ability and the Li2O2 formation pathway is established by Lyu et al.21 For the 

cathodes with strong O2 adsorption (e.g., Co3O4), surface adsorbed O2
* can accept an 

electron directly from cathode surfaces via an inner-sphere electron transfer mechanism 

(ISET), which favors the surface growth pathway to form thin Li2O2 layer (Figure 2.2c). For 

the cathodes with weak O2 adsorption (e.g., CNT), the solvated O2(sol) can trap an electron 
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via an out-sphere electron transfer mechanism (OSET), which favors the solution growth 

pathway to form large Li2O2 toroids (Figure 2.2d). The ISET and OSET mechanisms are 

determined by the double-layer structure22 of cathodes. For cathodes with strong O2 

adsorption, the direct electron transfer to surface adsorbed O2
* is dominant at the inner 

Helmholtz plane (IHP) via ISET, leading to the direct reduction of LiO2
* for surface growth 

pathway. While on cathodes with weak O2 adsorption, electrons can transfer from the inner 

Helmholtz plane to the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) via OSET (Figure 2.2e), which enables 

the formation of LiO2(sol) for the solution growth pathway. The correlation of battery 

performance and Li2O2 morphology controlled via O2 adsorption is summarized in Figure 

2.2f. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. (a) Scheme of the toroid Li2O2 formation on CNT cathode and the layer Li2O2 

formation on RuO2/CNT cathode; (b) scheme of Li2O2 formation process on graphene and 

Pd/G electrodes; (c) scheme of Li2O2 growth on cathode with strong O2 adsorption and (d) 

Li2O2 growth on cathode with weak O2 adsorption; (e) scheme of double-layer structure with 

IHP and OHP, the ISET and OSET mechanisms are demonstrated in rectangles I and II; (f) 

plot of the correlation of performance and Li2O2 morphology controlled via O2 adsorption. 

Figures are reproduced with permission from (a) ref 19, (b) ref 20, (c-f) ref 21. 
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As previously pointed out, the solution growth pathway shows superior capacity 

performance to the surface growth pathway. To that end, the solution growth pathway is 

preferred, and recent research focuses on macroporous cathode designs with high pore 

volume, such as hierarchical cathodes with open-end nanostructures, to accommodate large 

Li2O2 deposited in the macropores. For instance, Liu et al.23 designed a hierarchical NiCo2O4 

nanowire array on carbon cloth cathode. Large Li2O2 particles (1 μm) are grown on the tips 

of the NiCo2O4 instead of carbon surfaces so that carbon passivation is delayed (Figure 2.3a). 

To promote the capacity in the solution growth pathway further, a general strategy is to 

suppress the nucleation of Li2O2 particles so these particles can grow as large as possible 

before cathode surfaces are fully covered18. For example, Lu et al.24 demonstrated that by 

covering carbon cathode defect sites that will otherwise act as nucleation sites, the size of 

the Li2O2 particle grows from ~200 nm on carbon cathode to ~ 1 μm on the Al2O3 coated 

carbon cathode (Figure 2.3b). Similarly, Tran et al.25 modified carbon surfaces with long-

chain hydrophobic molecules, which deactivates the -OH defects as potential nucleation sites. 

The modified carbon cathode demonstrates a five-fold increase in capacity in comparison 

with the non-modified carbon. 
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Figure 2.3. (a) Scheme of the morphological evolution of cathode for nucleation and growth 

of large Li2O2 on NiCo2O4@CF cathode; (b) comparison of Li2O2 morphologies on fully 

discharged C and C/Al2O3 cathode; (c) scheme of the formation of a-Li2O2 on Ox-MWNT 

and c-Li2O2 on G-MWNT; (d) galvanostatic discharge and charge profiles of the Ox-MWNT, 

Ox-MWNT-900, MWNT and G-MWNT cathodes at 50 mA g-1; (e) scheme of growth of 

Li2O2 (blue) from CMK-3 electrode. Figures are reproduced with permission from (a) ref 23, 

(b) ref 24, (c, d) ref 26, (e) ref 27. 

 

Although large Li2O2 toroids generated via the solution growth pathway can significantly 

improve the discharge capacity of non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries, the inefficient 

decomposition of these large, well-crystalline particles is often attributed to the high 

potential during charge. For this reason, some researchers seek novel cathode materials with 

proper surface structures to shift Li2O2 formation towards surface growth pathway. 

Previously, the thin layer formations are only observed on precious metals and their 

oxides19,20,28,29. Based on the work of Lyu et al.21, the formation of Li2O2 layers is ascribed 

to the superior oxygen adsorption of the precious metals19. Cathode surfaces can then be 

designed accordingly to enhance the O2 adsorbability without resorting to the expensive 

precious metals. For example, Wong et al.26 tailored the surfaces of multi-walled CNT 
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(MWNT) to obtain oxygen-functioned MWNT (Ox-MWNT), oxygen-functioned MWNT 

with heat treatment-induced defects (Ox-MWNT-900), and highly ordered graphitic MWNT 

(G-MWNT). G-MWNT displays weak O2(LiO2) adsorption, leading to the formation of 

crystalline Li2O2 (c-Li2O2) via solution growth pathway while Ox-MWNT shows strong 

O2(LiO2) adsorption, which favors the surface growth pathway to form amorphous Li2O2 (a-

Li2O2) layer (Figure 2.3c). Ox-MWNT displays lower charge potential but only deliver less 

than half the capacity of G-MWNT cathode (Figure 2.3d). 

The low discharge capacity issue with surface growth pathway is mainly caused by the thin 

Li2O2 layer, which cannot efficiently utilize the pore volume in macroporous cathodes21. 

Ideally, in order to achieve high discharge capacity, Li2O2 layer should be deposited on a 

rationally designed ultra-porous cathode with ultra-high surface area and small pores, such 

as two-dimensional metal or metal oxides17. The design of such cathode remains challenging, 

especially considering such small pores can be easily blocked. Very recently, Dutta et al.27 

proposed a mesoporous carbon cathode (CMK-3) with micropores (0.71 nm) and small 

mesopores (3.74 nm) together with ultra-high BET surface area (1128 m2 g-1). The cathode 

can modulate the growth of Li2O2 to produce a one-dimensional Li2O2 with a high surface 

area (Figure 2.3e). However, this novel cathode is still susceptible to pore clogging, 

especially at a higher current density27. Alternatively, because the thickness of the Li2O2 

layer is fundamentally limited by the poor conductivity of the bulk Li2O2, it is possible to 

improve the layer thickness as well as battery capacity by promoting the formation of non-

crystalline Li2O2 with enhanced conductivity. For example, for the previously mentioned 

RuO2/MWCNT cathode19, RuO2 nanoparticles are proposed to show strong adsorption 

towards O2 as well as weak adsorption towards Li+, which leads to the formation of Li 
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vacancy-rich and poorly crystalline Li2O2. The Li2O2 layer with improved conductivity can 

grow to ~20 nm in thickness, which exceeds the 5-10 nm limitation of bulk crystalline Li2O2.  

 

2.1.3. Effect of Electrolyte on Li2O2 Formation 

As mentioned before, the LiO2
* intermediate plays a critical role in the formation of Li2O2, 

and by increasing the O2(LiO2) adsorption ability of the cathode, the Li2O2 formation can be 

shifted towards surface growth pathway. On the other hand, if LiO2
* is soluble in the 

electrolyte, the solution growth pathway can be promoted. Although electrolyte does not 

directly affect cathode designs, because electrolyte can drastically alter the formation and 

deposition of Li2O2, the compatibility between cathodes and electrolyte should be taken into 

consideration. 

Several parameters for the electrolyte, including the Gutmann donor number (DN) of the 

solvent, the ionic association of salt anions and the water content, have a significant 

influence on Li2O2 deposition and battery performance30 (Figure 2.4). Johnson et al.10 

proposed a unified mechanism that describes the partition among these parameters by the 

solubilization of LiO2 via: 

LiO2
* ↔ Li(sol)

+ + O2(sol)
- + ion pairs + higher aggregates (2.5) 

The DNs of the commonly employed electrolyte solvents cover a wide range, such as nitriles 

and sulfones (DN = 14-16), glymes (DN = 20-24), amides (DN ~ 26), sulfoxide (DN ~30), 

etc.31 For solvent with high DN, the Gibbs free energy of solvated LiO2 is lower than LiO2
*, 

which shifts the equilibrium in equation (2.5) to the right and promotes the solution growth 

pathway. While for low-DN solvent, the equilibrium moves to the left and promotes the 

surface growth pathway. 
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Figure 2.4. Surface and solution growth mechanisms of Li2O2 in different electrolyte 

solutions. Figure is reproduced with permission from ref 30. 

 

The anion in the electrolyte can also control the solvation behavior of the LiO2 intermediates 

and enhance discharge capacity. Burke et al.32 demonstrated that batteries with a high 

concentration of NO3
- in DME electrolyte can provide a four-fold larger capacity than that 

with TFSI-. The NO3
- anions have a higher DN than DME, so the electrochemically formed 

O2
- anions are more stable in the electrolyte solvent. The solubility of the LiO2 intermediates 

is also greatly increased, so a larger capacity is achieved. The combination of a low-DN 

solvent and high-DN anion can enhance the discharge capacity of non-aqueous Li-O2 

batteries, shedding lights on the rational selection of solvent and salt combinations. 

Water is a common contamination in the electrolyte and can significantly alter the growth of 

Li2O2
33,34. Schwenke et al.35 first reported that water in the electrolyte can boost the discharge 

capacity of the battery. Later, Aetukuri et al.9 proposed a mechanism that the water additive 

can solvate LiO2
* to form solvated Li+ and O2

-, promoting the solution growth pathway. The 

size of the formed Li2O2 toroids is also highly dependent on the water concentration, e.g., 

Li2O2 toroids as large as 1 μm can be observed in the electrolyte with 4000 ppm water content. 
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However, the addition of water also results in high charge potential and poor cyclability36, 

as well as corrosion at the anode37. 

 

2.1.4. Alternative Discharge Products and Mechanisms 

Li2O2 is generally considered to be the desired discharge product in non-aqueous Li-O2 

battery because it is more stable than LiO2 and can be decomposed under a relatively low 

potential38. However, its insulating and insoluble nature still proves to be problematic. 

Efforts have been made to seek alternative discharge products and mechanisms. Li et al.34 

employed a Ru and MnO2 nanoparticles-decorated Super P cathode and achieved the 

reversible cycling of LiOH by applying a trace amount of water in the electrolyte. The 

mechanism of the reactions is summarized in Figure 2.5a. During discharge, Li2O2 is first 

generated via a common solution growth pathway. Meanwhile, Li2O2 reacts with water 

facilely to form LiOH. Although the conversion of Li2O2 to LiOH and H2O2 (step i) is an 

equilibrium35, MnO2 catalyst can readily decompose H2O2 (step ii) and move the equilibrium 

to the right side. LiOH can be generated as long as water is present in the electrolyte. During 

charge, LiOH is facilely decomposed in the presence of Ru (step iii). Impressively, the 

battery can operate at a low charge potential of ~3.2 V throughout most of the charging 

process and remain stable for over 200 cycles (at 500 mA g-1 and 1000 mAh g-1).  
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Figure 2.5. (a) Proposed reaction mechanism of LiOH cycling on Ru/MnO2/SP cathode; (b) 

scheme showing lattice match between LiO2 and Ir3Li that is responsible for the LiO2 

discharge product found on the Ir-rGO cathode; (c) schemes of reactions on discharge (left) 

and the effect of DBBQ on the potential determining step (right). Figures are reproduced 

with permission from (a) ref 34, (b) ref 39, (c) ref 40. 

 

Lu et al.39 reported that LiO2 can be stabilized on an Ir-decorated reduced graphene oxide 

cathode. Ir3Li intermetallic compound is observed on cathode surfaces. Density functional 

theory calculations on the interface between LiO2 and Ir3Li reveal good lattice matches 

between the two crystal faces (Figure 2.5b). Ir3Li can then act as a template for the nucleation 

and growth of the crystalline LiO2, which cannot undergo further disproportionation to form 

Li2O2. Kinetic studies reveal that the prevention of disproportionation is due to the high 

energy barrier (0.9 eV) for O2 desorption on crystalline LiO2. Crystalline LiO2 displays better 

conductivity than bulk Li2O2, and the cathode can achieve a low charge potential of ~ 3.2 V. 
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This work has provided insights into template-induced control of the discharge product. 

The LiO2 intermediates are reactive towards common electrolyte solvent and are often 

ascribed as the reason for electrolyte instability41,42. Efforts have been made to persuade the 

discharge mechanism to a different pathway. Gao et al.40 described a strategy to use 2,5-di-

tert-butyl-1,4-benzoquinone (DBBQ) as an additive in the electrolyte solution to avoid the 

generation of LiO2 intermediates. During discharge, DBBQ is first reduced to DBBQ- on 

cathode surfaces, where it combines with Li+ and O2 to form a LiDBBQO2 complex. 

Sequentially, LiDBBQO2 undergoes disproportionation to generate Li2O2, and DBBQ is 

reformed. The free energy of the LiDBBQO2 intermediates is lower than that of the LiO2 

intermediates, which results in higher discharge potential of the battery (Figure 2.5c). This 

new mechanism enables the formation of Li2O2 toroids via the solution growth pathway 

without the need for a high-DN solvent to solvate LiO2. As a result, stable electrolyte with 

low DN can be used without compromising discharge capacity performance. Because the 

electrochemistry occurs only in the electrolyte, future cathode design can move away from 

the problematic heterogeneous catalysis at the solid - gas - liquid interface. 
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2.2. Li2O2 Decomposition during OER 

During the charging process, Li2O2 is oxidized and decomposed, which evolves oxygen 

during OER. The OER process is well-known for being troubled by numerous side reactions. 

Although the Li2O2 oxidation has been complicated by these reactions, much progress has 

been made in understanding the mechanism of Li2O2 oxidation in recent years, which will 

be detailed in the following section. The effect of OER electrocatalyst and parasitic reactions 

and their implications on cathode design will also be discussed in detail. 

 

2.2.1. Mechanism of Li2O2 Decomposition 

The oxidation and decomposition of Li2O2 during OER is significantly complicated by the 

ambiguity regarding the effects of Li2O2 morphology and the parasitic reactions. The 

principle electrochemistry for the oxidation of Li2O2 is usually considered to be a one-step 

reaction43: 

Li2O2 → 2Li+ + O2 + 2e- (6) 

Theoretical studies have provided evidence of minimal charge overpotentials (< 0.2 V) for 

O2 evolution during Li2O2 decomposition44, yet this low charge overpotential can only be 

observed during the early stages of charge. The typical charge potential profile for a non-

aqueous Li-O2 battery is characterized by a charging slightly above 3.0 V followed by an 

ever-increasing potential as the charging progresses. The increasing potential is partially 

related to the increasing impedance imposed by the slow electron transport in bulk Li2O2
45, 

but mostly to the carbonate parasitic products at the Li2O2/electrolyte interface46,47. 

Various mechanisms have been proposed for the decomposition of Li2O2 toroids. Early 

studies assigned the starting low potential region and later high potential region to the 

respective oxidations of LiO2 and Li2O2. However, LiO2 is unstable and readily undergoes 
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disproportionation to form Li2O2
48. It is unlikely LiO2 is stable enough to be a discharge 

product under normal circumstance. Later, Kang et al.49 described an alternative mechanism 

based on the topotactic delithiation of Li2O2 to form Li-deficient Li2-xO2. The topotactic 

delithiation mechanism is calculated to be possible at a small overpotential of ~ 0.3-0.4 V, 

which is more favorable kinetically than direct Li2O2 decomposition. Ganapathy et al.50 used 

operando X-ray diffraction to reveal the presence of Li-deficient Li2-xO2 during the charging 

process. The decomposition mechanism of the electrochemically generated Li2O2 (E-Li2O2) 

is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.6a and b. E-Li2O2 displays a flat platelet morphology 

embedded in an amorphous lithium-bearing component. The amorphous region is 

decomposed first at low potentials. At a higher potential, crystalline Li2O2 can be 

decomposed via a Li deficient solid-solution reaction. The thinnest and smallest platelet 

crystallites are preferentially oxidized, resulting in a “plate-by-plate” oxidization process. 

Recently, Hong et al.51 described the decomposition process of Li2O2 layers: the thinner part 

of the layer decomposes first at < 3.7V resulting in the appearance of pits, while thicker part 

of the layer decomposes at > 4.0 V in the lateral direction, revealing the sluggish charge 

transport towards layer surface even at a thickness of merely ~3 nm (Figure 2.6e). This study 

highlights the challenges to efficiently decompose Li2O2 because of its poor charge transport 

properties. 
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Figure 2.6. (a) Scheme of the E-Li2O2 decomposition process; (b) the visualization of E-

Li2O2 decomposition; (c) scheme of the Li2O2 layer decomposition process, the gray parts 

indicate the active Li2O2 area for OER. Figures are reproduced with permission from (a, b) 

ref 50, (c) ref 51. 

 

One intriguing prospect to overcome the sluggish charge transport properties of Li2O2 is to 

promote the amorphous region in Li2O2. Theoretical and experimental studies reveal that the 

electronic conductivity of amorphous Li2O2 is several magnitudes higher than its crystalline 

counterpart; the enhanced Li+ mobility and increased O2
- concentration can improve the ionic 

and electronic conductivity of amorphous Li2O2
52,53. The defects and grain boundaries in 

Li2O2 have also been attributed to the enhanced OER performance54. Li2O2 formed via 

surface growth pathway can be tweaked with a significant portion of amorphous Li2O2
19,20. 

The rational designs of cathode materials that promote the formation of amorphous Li2O2 

can enhance the charge transport properties of Li2O2 and promote the OER performance. 
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2.2.2. Effect of Electrocatalyst on Li2O2 Decomposition 

In order to reduce the high overpotential during charge, researches in the past decade have 

been focused on the identification of an effective electrocatalyst, especially for the OER 

process. Precious metals and transition metal oxides, usually in the form of nanoparticles 

that can be loaded on a porous carbon cathode, have been proposed55,56. The underlying 

mechanism for the electrocatalysis of Li2O2 decomposition is not well-understood. 

Nevertheless, much effort has been made to provide guidance on the rational design of 

electrocatalysts and cathode materials. 

Theoretical calculation revealed the oxygen evolution step has a high energy barrier because 

oxygen is strongly bonded on most Li2O2 facets57. Song et al.58 argued that the reduction of 

this energy barrier is the primary role of electrocatalysts. Gao et al.59 employed density 

functional theory to simulate the OER pathways on Co3O4 (111) and (001) facets. They found 

that Li+→ Li+ → O2 pathway is favored over Li+→ O2 → Li+ pathway on both facets. The 

energy barrier for oxygen desorption on Co3O4 (111) facet is reduced to 1.27 eV from 1.92 

eV on Co3O4 (001) facet, which can lead to reduced charge overpotential on Co3O4 (111), as 

confirmed by the experimental results (Figures 2.7a and b). It is a promising prospect to 

design electrocatalyst with a tailored surface atomic arrangement to boost the OER 

performance of the battery60,61. 
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Figure 2.7. (a) Energy profiles of OER paths on Co3O4 (111) and (001) facets; (b) scheme 

of the facet-dependent electrocatalytic mechanism of ORR and OER on Co3O4 (001) and 

Co3O4 (111); (c) proposed mechanism for the promotion of OER in Co3O4-containing 

electrodes; (d) scheme of proposed mechanism of chemical conversion of Li2O2 and catalyst 

to LixMyOz followed by delithiation. Figures are reproduced with permission from (a, b) ref 

59, (c) ref 62, (d) ref 63. 

 

Radin et al.62 proposed that electrocatalyst could enhance the charge transport property of 

Li2O2 by in-situ doping. For example, a small amount of Co in Co3O4 catalyst can be 

dissolved in the electrolyte and be incorporated in Li2O2, which enhances the charge 

transport properties of Li2O2 and reduces charge overpotential of the battery (Figure 2.7c). 

Yao et al.63 studied the kinetics of Li2O2 oxidation on Co, Mo, Cr, Ru and their oxides using 

electrodes pre-loaded with crystalline Li2O2. The enhancement of Li2O2 oxidation is 

facilitated by the chemical conversion of Li2O2 to a lithium metal oxide via Li2O2 + MaOb ± 

O2 → LixMyOz, where MaOb is the surface composition of the metal or metal oxide. During 

charge, LixMyOz is decomposed via electrochemical delithiation which generally shows 

better kinetics compared to the direct decomposition of Li2O2 (Figure 2.7d). It should be 
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noted that the delithiation of LixMyOz cannot necessarily regenerate original metal or metal 

oxide, as such, the metals and their oxides should not be considered as catalysts64. 

The true effectiveness of solid catalysts relies heavily on the close contact of the catalysts 

and discharge products. In the case of the solution grown Li2O2 toroids, because neither 

Li2O2 nor the electrocatalysts have mobility, the electrocatalysts fixated on cathode surfaces 

do not have access to the large Li2O2 toroids located away from those electrocatalysts. 

Therefore, no true electrochemical activity may occur except for a small portion of the 

charging process during the final dissolution phase65. Nevertheless, the employment of these 

electrocatalysts has universally shown reduced charge overpotential, even for solution grown 

Li2O2. It is possible they can benefit the charging process in some other way as Radin et al.62 

and Yao et al.63 proposed, but not as true electrocatalysts. However, the matter is inconclusive. 

On the other hand, the surface growth pathway can circumvent some limitations of the solid 

electrocatalyst, because the surface grown Li2O2 layers are in close contact with cathode 

surfaces and electrocatalysts, which is often attributed to the reduced charge overpotential 

compared to the solution grown Li2O2
1,11. Therefore, solid electrocatalysts might benefit the 

decomposition of Li2O2 from the surface growth pathway more than that from the solution 

growth pathway, and the cathode materials should be designed accordingly. 

To address the inefficient decomposition of large Li2O2 toroids with solid electrocatalysts, 

soluble oxidation mediators are proposed. Chen et al.66 first proposed tetrathiafulvalene 

(TTF) as an electron-hole transfer agent that enables efficient oxidization of Li2O2 at a low 

charge potential of ~3.5 V. Later, various oxidation mediators, including organic meditators 

(e.g., tris[4-(diethylamino)phenyl]amine 67, 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxyl 68), organo-

metallic meditators (e.g., iron-phthalocyanine69, cobalt bis(terpyridine)70), halide meditators 
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(e.g., LiI71, LiBr72), etc., are proposed. These mediators show a high diffusion coefficient 

and charge transfer kinetics, allowing the oxidation of Li2O2 at near zero charge 

overpotential. It should be noted that these mediators can also promote side reactions with 

electrolyte and Li anode73. The commonly used organic and organometallic mediators also 

suffer from intrinsic instability in the potential window of non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries and 

are susceptible to attack from peroxide and superoxide74. The search for a stable redox 

mediator remains challenging. 

 

2.2.3. Parasitic Reactions at Cathode 

The electrochemistry of non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries at the cathode is susceptible to parasitic 

reactions induced by reactive oxygen species16, primarily O2- and O2
2-. Carbon materials 

have been widely used as cathode materials due to their high conductivity, high surface areas, 

and low weight. During discharge, the nucleophilic and reactive O2- and O2
2- can attack 

carbon materials and form carbonate (Li2CO3) and carboxylates (HCO2Li, CH3CO2Li), 

which can also promote the decomposition of the electrolyte75. However, carbon corrosion 

during discharge only constitutes a small portion of the total corrosion, considering charge 

has much more side reactions than discharge16. The apparent high potential (> 4.0 V) needed 

for the charge can lead to the direct oxidization of carbon in an oxygen-rich environment. 

Further study75 reveals that in the presence of Li2O2, carbon is only stable below 3.5 V. 

Beyond this potential, carbon decomposes significantly, leading to the formation of Li2CO3 

on cathode surfaces. The Li2CO3 parasitic products increase charge overpotential and 

passivate the electrocatalytic active surfaces of carbon64. McCloskey et al.37,47 described the 

charge profile for Li2O2 oxidation in the presence of interfacial Li2CO3. After discharge, a 
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monolayer of Li2CO3 is formed on the interface of Li2O2 and carbon as the result of carbon 

decomposition. Upon charging, Li2CO3 cannot be oxidized at a low potential and start to 

concentrate on the surface of Li2O2 layer. As the Li2O2 layer declines, the charge potential 

must continuously rise to maintain the galvanostatic charge rate until a high potential is 

reached, where Li2CO3 can be oxidized to evolve CO2 (Figure 2.8). Their kinetic model also 

suggests that even ~1 monolayer of carbonate at the Li2O2-carbon interface can cause a ~10-

100-fold decrease in the exchange current density due to the interfacial resistance. 

Several approaches have been proposed to alleviate the decomposition. The passivation and 

protection of carbon is an effective approach to minimize carbon decomposition, and it can 

be achieved with atomic layer deposition. For example, Xie et al.76 reported the passivation 

of a three-dimensional ordered mesoporous carbon cathode through the atomic layer 

deposition of FeOx on carbon surfaces. Differential electrochemical mass spectrometry 

results confirm that after passivation, carbon decomposition is significantly suppressed. 

FeOx can also promote OER activity and improve battery performance. Bae et al.77 recently 

demonstrated that ZnO coating on carbon cathode could suppress electrolyte decomposition. 

This approach allows full utilization of the light-weight and high surface area porous carbon. 

Alternatively, carbon-free cathodes, such as NiCo2O4 nanosheet array on Ni foam78, Ru 

decorated Ni foam79, nanoporous Au80, etc., have been proposed to avoid the use of carbon 

altogether. However, these cathodes are heavy and deliver less specific capacity.  

An intriguing option to minimize the accumulation of Li2CO3 is to employ an electrocatalyst 

to reduce the potential at which Li2CO3 can be oxidized. Few such electrocatalysts have been 

identified. Hong et al.81 first provided evidence that nanoporous NiO hexagonal plates can 

reduce the potential of the complete oxidation of carbonates and carboxylates at ~4.0 V. 
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Recently, Song et al.82 also discovered that a carbon-free Ir/B4C cathode can decompose 

Li2CO3 below 4.37 V with an efficiency close to 100 %. However, their oxidation potentials 

are still significantly higher than the 3.5 V threshold for stable carbon. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8. Scheme of the C cathode (black) and a picture of what may happen to the deposit 

during charging to cause the rising charging potential. ∼1 monolayer of Li2CO3 forms at the 

C interface, some dispersed carboxylate or other solid decomposition products form as a 

result of electrolyte decomposition in the Li2O2 deposit, and some more deposit forms at the 

electrolyte interface during charging. The e- represents some unspecified electrochemical 

reaction producing carbonate at the interface during charging. The proportions are not to 

scale. The inset shows the potential typically observed for galvanostatic discharge-charge. 

The dashed arrows indicate qualitatively the charging potential appropriate for the three 

panels measured by quantitative differential electrochemical mass spectrometry. Figures are 

reproduced from ref 37. 
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Another major source of parasitic reactions is the decomposition of electrolyte solvent, 

especially high-DN solvent because they are more susceptible to the attack of reactive 

oxygen species83. Low-DN electrolyte solvents are more stable, but they also favor the 

surface growth pathway, which can lead to low discharge capacity. In addition, cautions 

should be taken when selecting cathode materials to avoid parasitic reactions introduced by 

these materials. A well-known example is Pt, which displays a low apparent charge potential 

of 3.6 V in the presence of DME electrolyte84. However, differential electrochemical mass 

spectrometry results indicate that the true reaction is the decomposition of the electrolyte 

rather than Li2O2
85. Therefore, the ideal cathodic electrocatalysts should not promote the 

decomposition of the electrolyte, and cathode designs should not be considered in isolation 

and without compatible electrolyte30,75. 

 

2.3. Recent Advances in Cathode Material Development 

The ideal cathode materials based primarily on the electrochemical formation and 

decomposition of Li2O2 should provide proper pore structures for discharge product 

accommodation, sufficient electron and mass transport properties, high activity towards 

ORR and OER together with excellent stability against various parasitic reactions. In this 

section, the most popular and promising cathode materials will be detailed. Selected work 

with great implications for further designs will be highlighted and discussed.  

 

2.3.1. Carbon Materials 

Carbon materials, such as CNT, graphene, active carbon, etc., have been widely used as 

cathode materials for their excellent physiochemical properties, including high surface areas, 

high conductivity, low toxicity and chemically modifiable surfaces86,87. Compared to 
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cathodes using metal and metal oxides, the metal-free carbon-based cathodes for non-

aqueous Li-air batteries are inexpensive and are available form abundant environmental-

friendly sources, such as recycled waste and biomass (e.g., orange feel and bamboo)88,89. 

It is well-known that metal-free carbon cathodes suffer from low OER activity and high 

charge overpotential. Surface modifications of these carbon cathodes, most notably 

heteroatom-doping, have been proposed to tackle this issue. N-doping has been well-known 

for enhancing battery performance: the pyridinic-N and graphitic-N sites on carbon can 

change the electronic properties of the carbon and act as active sites for the oxidization and 

decomposition of Li2O2
90,91. Other elements, such as P and S92,93, have also been successfully 

incorporated into carbon for metal-free air cathodes. Recently, Wu et al.94 synthesized a 

novel B-doped reduced graphene oxide as a cathode material, which achieves a high 

discharge capacity (~ 18000 mAh g-1 at 100 mA g-1). The vacant orbital of B can extract 

electrons from the graphite carbon π system via the conjugation effect and greatly activate 

the electrons, leading to improved performance (Figure 2.9a). Density functional theory 

results suggest the strong binding strength with the discharge product intermediate 

(represented by a Li5O6 cluster) is attributed to the effective activation of Li-O bonds that 

can promote Li2O2 decomposition (Figure 2.9b). The surface modification of carbon is a 

highly versatile technique that can be utilized to tailor cathode surfaces for non-aqueous Li-

O2 batteries. As mentioned earlier, the surface modifications of MWNT can even promote 

Li2O2 formation via the surface growth pathway26. 

In addition, carbon materials enable the design and facile synthesis of porous cathodes with 

well-defined size and shape. Macroporous CNT and reduced graphene oxide foams can be 

synthesized with the aid of sacrificial templates, which are sequentially removed to generate 
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desired pore structure97,98. Xu et al.95 designed a 3D hierarchically porous carbon membrane 

(HPCM) using ordered ZnO nanorods (15 μm in length and 300-420 nm in diameter) array 

template. The through macropores generated from ZnO provide abundant cross-section area 

for both ORR and OER, which promotes the rate performance and capacity retention 

capability of the battery (Figure 2.9c). Recently, the importance of the pore shape, 

interconnectivity and tortuosity of the cathodes has been realized considering the toroid 

morphology of Li2O2
99. Oh et al.96 used rod-like E. Coli as a template to synthesize MWCNT 

foam (E-MWCNT) with cylindrical macropores (Figure 2.9d). Li2O2 is only deposited on 

the surfaces of a pore-less MWCNT cathode, while on E-MWCNT, Li2O2 can grow deeper 

and throughout the whole foam, leading to higher Li2O2 production and 2-3 times larger 

discharge capacity (Figure 2.9e). The pores in these macroporous carbon cathodes can serve 

as adequate Li2O2 accommodation sites for high-capacity batteries. 

It should be noted despite the best efforts, carbon-only cathodes might not be sufficiently 

active or stable for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. A common compromise is to use carbon as 

a support for metal and metal oxide electrocatalysts so the rich pore structure, high surface 

area and high conductivity of the porous carbon materials can still be taken advantage of. 
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Figure 2.9. (a) Scheme of formation of the toroidal Li2O2 on the active region of the 

graphene layer; (b) optimized geometries of the Li5O6 intermediates on rGO and B-rGO and 

their binding energy values; (c) fabrication of freestanding hierarchically porous carbon 

membranes by inverse transformation from ZnO nanorod array; (d) scheme of the porous E-

MWCNT film fabrication; (e) SEM images of (1) pristine and (2) discharged MWCNT 

cathode; SEM images of (3) pristine and (4) discharged E-MWCNT cathode (scale bars 

indicate 2 μm). Figures are reproduced with permission from (a, b) ref 94, (c) ref 95, (d, e) 

ref 96. 

 

2.3.2. Precious Metals and their Oxides 

Precious metal and their oxides are well-known for their superior electrocatalytic activity. 

Unsurprisingly, the employment of Pt100, Ag101, Ru102, RuO2
103, etc., can significantly reduce 

charge overpotentials. Despite the superior performance, the scarce and expensive nature of 
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these precious metals will hinder their feasibility in potential commercial usages. In response, 

a common strategy it to alloy precious metals with much cheaper transition metals, and bi-

metallic systems such as Pt3Ni104 and PdFe105 are recently used as cathode materials for non-

aqueous Li-O2 batteries. Alternatively, the micro- and nanostructures of the cathodes can be 

optimized, so the loadings of the precious metals are minimized. For example, ultra-fine 

RuO2 nanoparticles were uniformly deposited on a freestanding Mn3O4/CNT film via atomic 

layer deposition and the loading of RuO2 is 2.84 wt%. The Mn3O4/CNT film modulates the 

electronic structure of RuO2 to enhance the LiO2 adsorption ability and promote the surface 

growth pathway. Consequently, Li2O2 nanosheet that can be facilely decomposed is formed, 

resulting in long cycle stability of 251 cycles106. Huang et al.107 synthesized an ultra-thin (2.6 

nm) and highly conductive (35 S cm-1) RuO2 nanosheet using GO as a sacrificial template, 

which is sequentially hybridized with CNT. RuO2 shows a strong affinity with Li2O2 with a 

binding energy of -3.74 eV (Figure 2.10a), which leads to the formation of a dumbbell-

shaped RuO2/Li2O2 heterostructure that can be facilely decomposed (Figure 2.10b). 
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Figure 2.10. (a) Charge density difference when Li2O2 nucleates at the RuO2 (110) slab with 

the cross-section data of the plane of Li1, O3 and O4 (insert); (b) TEM image of RuO2/CNT 

electrodes after discharge and scheme of RuO2/Li2O2 dumbbell structure (insert); (c) 

volcano-type relationship among discharge/charge plateau voltage, the adsorption energy of 

LiO2 on the planar model electrodes and the morphology of formed Li2O2; (d) scheme of 

Li2O2 growth inside Au@CST cathode. Figures are reproduced with permission from (a, b) 

ref 107, (c) ref 108, (d) ref 28. 
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The ability to modulate the morphology of Li2O2 discharge product is not exclusive to RuO2. 

Recently, Yang et al.108 conducted a systematical study on precious metal together with 3d 

transition metals and proposed a comprehensible “volcano plot” that correlates the potential 

profiles to the adsorption energies of LiO2. The metals near the top of the “volcano” promote 

the surface growth pathway and produce worm-like Li2O2 (Figure 2.10c). This paves the 

path for novel cathode designs tailored for the surface growth pathway. For example, Tu et 

al.28 designed a carbon tube arrays cathode with Au nanoparticles grown on the inner tubular 

walls of the carbon support (Au@CST). Crucially, Au nanoparticles modulate Li2O2 layer 

formation via the surface growth pathway on the inner tubular walls and leave outer tubular 

wall intact, so the conductive carbon support is not passivated by Li2O2 even when the 

battery is deeply discharged (Figure 2.10d). 

 

2.3.3. Transition Metal Oxides 

Transition metal oxides have attracted enormous attention in the field of electrocatalysis due 

to their unique electronic configurations of the transition metals, which show multiple 

oxidation states within a single bulk material109. For non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries, the mixed-

valence cations can often act as different active sites and lead to bifunctional characteristics 

that can modulate both the formation and decomposition of Li2O2
109. In recent years, 

attempts have been made to tailor the electronic structures of the transition metal oxides to 

enhance their performance. Introducing oxygen vacancies, for example, is an inexpensive 

and facile approach to modify the surfaces of transition metal oxides that can modulate Li2O2 

nucleation and growth110. Wang et al.111 designed a Co3O4 nanosheet material with Co3+-rich 

surface and oxygen vacancy-rich interior. The oxygen vacancies in the interior facilitate 
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electron and Li+ transportation. Co3+ is more active towards OER than Co2+ so the 

concentrated Co3+ on the nanosheet surfaces can further enhance the battery performance in 

comparison to bulk Co3O4 material (Figure 2.11a). Gu et al.112 demonstrated a novel 

approach to modify the surface electronic structure of α-MnO2 nanowire. The anchoring of 

the highly electronegative selenate (SeO4
2-) cluster on α-MnO2 enhances the oxygen 

adsorption of the cathode, which leads to improved ORR/OER activity (Figure 2.11b). 

Ternary metal oxides, such as spinel oxides113 (general formula AB2O4) and perovskite 

oxides114 (general formula ABO3), display a wide range of compositions and even richer 

electrocatalytic activities than binary systems. The electronic structures of ternary metal 

oxides are highly complicated, but they also can be fine-tuned for non-aqueous Li-O2 

batteries via rational design. For example, Cong et al.115 developed an α-Fe2O3-LaFeO3-x 

cathode for the first time by the segregation of α-Fe2O3 in La0.85FeO3-δ. The unique α-Fe2O3-

LaFeO3-x structure can promote the adsorption of oxygen and enhance battery performance. 

Another fascinating property of transition metal oxides is their rich nanostructures. Unlike 

precious metals that are usually in the form of small zero-dimensional nanoparticles, a wide 

variety of transition metal oxides, namely 0D (e.g., NiFe2O4 nanoparticles119), 1D (e.g., CoO 

nanorods120), 2D (e.g., ultra-thin Co3O4 nanosheet121) and 3D (e.g., 3D MnCo2O4 nanowire 

bundles122) nanostructures, have been proposed as cathode materials. More importantly, 

unique hetero-structure consists of different chemical composition and morphology can be 

achieved. Lower dimension nanostructures can be used as building blocks to construct 

advanced three-dimensional hetero-structure tailored for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries123. For 

example, Lee et al.124 proposed a hetero-structured MnO2 decorated Co3O4 nanoplatelet as 

an efficient cathode material, with MnO2 mainly prompting ORR and Co3O4 promoting OER. 
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Figure 2.11. (a) Scheme of the synergetic effect of the 2D Co3O4 nanosheets, with a high 

concentration of oxygen vacancies in the interior and high Co3+ concentration on the surface; 

(b) scheme for the beneficial effect of selenate anchoring on the local geometry and oxygen 

electron charge of α-MnO2 NW; (c) the SEM image of HOP-bTiO2; (d) scheme of the 

growing tendency of Li2O2 that is guided by the ordered electrode architecture; (e) scheme 

and reaction mechanism of Co-salen in the electrolyte during discharge and charge; (f) 

scheme of the effect of NiFeOx on formation of Li2O2. Figures are reproduced with 

permission from (a) ref 111, (b) ref 112, (c, d) ref 116, (e) ref 117, (f) ref 118. 
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The versatile electronic structures and morphologies of the transition metal oxides offer 

abundant opportunities for novel cathode designs. One prospect is to build a three-

dimensional macroporous cathode suited for solution growth pathway. Hierarchical porous 

cathode consisted of MnCo2O4 nanoneedle array, for example, can promote oxygen diffusion 

and electrolyte infiltration, and more importantly, offer large open spaces for the 

accommodation of large Li2O2 toroids125. Based on this design, Kang et al.116 recently 

synthesized a novel hierarchically ordered porous black TiO2 (HOP-bTiO2) cathode (Figure 

2.11c). The macroporous (the pore size is ~ 1 μm) TiO2 framework allows efficient mass 

transport deep inside the cathode, so all TiO2 materials are utilized for Li2O2 accommodation. 

Moreover, the highly ordered architecture can guide the regular deposition of Li2O2 toroids 

on the cathode (Figure 2.11d). Unlike most hierarchical porous cathodes in which Li2O2 is 

deposited at the irregular interspaces and cathode surfaces125, the highly ordered Li2O2 

production throughout the totality of the cathode enables a high discharge capacity (~ 7500 

mAh g-1 at 500 mA g-1). HOP-bTiO2 cathode displays a low overpotential of ~ 1.1 V and 

cycling stability of 260 cycles (at 500 mA g-1 and 1000 mAh g-1). Moreover, LiI is introduced 

as a redox mediator for HOP-bTiO2 and further reduces the overpotential of the battery to 

0.37 V and improves the cyclability to 340 cycles. To achieve high-performance non-

aqueous Li-O2 batteries, the synergetic effect among the cathode, the electrolyte, and the 

redox mediator can be taken into consideration. Hu et al.117 proposed an N,N′-

bis(salicylidene)ethylenediaminocobalt(II) (Co-salen) meditator in conjunction with a δ-

MnO2 coated MWCNT (MCNTs@MnO2) cathode. The MCNTs@MnO2 cathode can reduce 

the charge potential and prolong cyclability (98 cycles at 500 mA g-1 and 1000 mAh g-1). 

Co-salen can serve as a mediator to coordinate with O2 to form (COIII-salen)2-O2
2- that 
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circumvents the highly reactive LiO2 intermediates. Also, it can act as an oxygen carrier that 

facilitates O2 uptake and delivers large discharge capacity (13050 mAh g-1 at 500 mA g-1) 

even in synthetic air where the oxygen partial pressure is much lower than pure oxygen 

(Figure 2.11e). The Co-salen meditator and MCNTs@MnO2 cathode work in synergy for the 

battery, which is stable for over 300 cycles (at 500 mA g-1 and 1000 mAh g-1). 

Lastly, through rational design, transition metal oxide cathodes can modulate the formation 

pathway of Li2O2. Huang et al.118 demonstrated that NiFeOx can promote the formation of 

Li2O2 layer with small crystallites, rich Li vacancies and large contact area with the cathode 

and electrolyte. The defects on NiFeOx surfaces can enhance O2 adsorption, which promotes 

the surface growth pathway (Figure 2.11f). Crucially, the smaller crystallites and Li 

vacancies allowed the Li2O2 film via surface growth pathway to grow beyond the 5-10 nm 

limits and to a thickness of 19 nm, achieving a large discharge capacity of ~17000 mAh g-1 

(at 500 mAh g-1). 

 

2.3.4. Metal Sulfides, Carbides and Nitrides 

In order to overcome the general poor conductivity of the transition metal oxides, non-oxides 

such as sulfides, carbides and nitrides have also been explored for non-aqueous Li-O2 

batteries. Transition metal sulfides can be derived from metal oxides via a sulfidation process 

while keeping the rich nanostructures of the metal oxide precursors. Owing to their unique 

electronic and chemical properties126, transition metal sulfides have attracted attention as 

potential electrocatalysts. During the past few years, MoS2 has emerged as a promising 

cathode material for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. The high surface area and two-

dimensional MoS2 nanosheets can serve as building blocks to construct highly porous three-
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dimensional structures with facile electron and mass transport properties127,128. Zhang et 

al.129 constructed a novel three-dimensional metastable MoSSe solid solution (3D M-MoSSe) 

by introducing lattice distortion in MoS2. The modulation of the atomic structure in 3D M-

MoSSe can significantly improve electrochemical activity and facilitate ion transport, which 

is confirmed by in-situ transmission electron microscopy. When used as a freestanding 

cathode, the ultra-thin MoSSe nanosheet with high surface area can offer abundant active 

sites for ORR and OER, and the 3D M-MoSSe cathode can maintain a stable structure even 

under high potential (Figure 2.12a). 

 

 

Figure 2.12. (a) Schemes depicting the synthesis procedure of 3D M-MoSSe with distorted 

lattice structure; (b) scheme of the electrochemical mechanisms for the cells with Mo2C-NR 

without carbon protection and Mo2C-NR@11NC with carbon protection; (c) proposed 

reaction mechanism of Li-O2 cells with Co4N/CNF electrode. Figures are reproduced with 

permission from (a) ref 129, (b) ref 130, (c) ref 131. 
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Transition metal carbides are another group of promising electrocatalyst. The broadening of 

the d-band and the redistribution of DOS via orbital hybridization in transition metal carbides 

can lead to high catalytic performance132. In addition, covalent, ionic and metallic bonds can 

co-exist in transition metal carbides, which results in good ionic and electronic 

conductivity132. Moreover, they have good chemical stability against electrolyte eroding132. 

Mo2C is a representative transition metal carbide and attracts tremendous attention due to its 

Pt-like structure133. However, its ORR and OER activity in non-aqueous Li-O2 systems is 

still lacking134. In response, Sun et al.130 recently proposed a three-dimensional foam consists 

of N-doped carbon-decorated Mo2C nanorods (Mo2C-NR@11NC). It is revealed that the 

poor performance of Mo2C is ascribed to the parasitic reaction between surface oxidized 

MoO2+δ and Li2O2 to form LixMoO3, which cannot be electrochemically decomposed. The 

N-doped carbon serves as a protective coating that suppresses the participation of MoO2+δ 

in parasitic reactions (Figure 2.12b). The protected Mo2C-NR@11NC cathode delivers a 

discharge capacity of 6962 mAh g-1 (at 100 mA g-1) and exhibits a cyclability of 200 cycles 

(at 100 mA g-1 and 500 mAh g-1) with an overpotential of 0.28 V during the first cycle. 

Transition metal nitrides, notably CoN4, exhibit metallic properties due to the presence of 

the metal-metal bond, with N covalently bonds to metal at the interstitial position. Recently, 

they have also been employed as cathode material for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. Yoon et 

al.131 proposed a brush-like CoN4-decorated carbon nanofiber film as a cathode material. 

The surfaces of CoN4 exhibit an amorphous CoOx layer that protects the metallic Co4N 

electrocatalyst. The CoOx layer displays favorable LiO2 adsorption ability, which promotes 

the formation of film-like Li2O2 via the surface growth pathway (Figure 2.12c). Co4N can 

efficiently decompose the side products, leading to low overpotentials of 1.24 V and a good 
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cyclability of over 100 cycles (at 200 mA g-1 and 1000 mAh g-1). 

It is worth mentioning that these non-oxides can be subjected to nature oxidation over time135 

and lose their true electrochemical activity. Metal sulfides such as MoS2 are metastable and 

often suffer from sulfur leaching and poor long-term stability136. Carbides and nitrides are 

generally considered to be chemically stable, but as the above two studies130,131 indicate, they 

also show evidence of oxidations under high potentials and highly oxidative environments 

typically presented in non-aqueous Li-O2 system. Once again, cautions should be taken when 

utilizing these novel materials. 

 

2.4. Summary and Outlook 

Much progress has been made for the development of non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries in the 

past few years. The mechanisms for the generation of LiO2 intermediates and the formation 

of Li2O2 are well-understood. By tuning cathode surfaces or selecting appropriate electrolyte, 

the formation of Li2O2 can be driven to follow either a solution growth pathway to form 

toroids or a surface growth pathway to form thin layers. For the oxidation of Li2O2, the role 

of the conventional solid catalyst is unclear. Through the design of cathode surfaces, the 

morphology, spatial distribution, and crystallinity of Li2O2 can be controlled, and the 

apparent high charge overpotential can be effectively reduced. Alternatively, soluble redox 

mediators are effective electrocatalysts for the oxidization of large Li2O2 toroids. The 

decompositions of the carbon cathodes and electrolyte have been identified as the origins for 

the formation of parasitic species such as Li2CO3. It is possible to suppress carbon corrosion 

by surface protection of carbon or employ carbon-free cathodes. On the other hand, the 

suppression of electrolyte decomposition may require the search for a novel electrolyte. 

Ideally, stable low-DN electrolyte solvent should be used, but it is also undesirable for Li2O2 
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growth via the solution growth pathway. It should be emphasized that the design for the 

cathodes, electrolyte, and redox mediators should not be considered in isolation. Integration 

of these elements should be adopted for the optimization of high performance non-aqueous 

Li-O2 batteries. 

Based on the above review, a personal outlook for the most promising approaches for future 

cathode design in non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries are: 

(i) To design a high pore volume cathode with macropores tailored for large Li2O2 toroids 

accommodation, which can provide high discharge capacity. These macroporous 

cathodes are generally carbon-based, therefore, the challenge of this approach is to 

incorporate electrocatalysts that can both enhance the OER performance and suppress 

the corrosion of carbon; 

(ii) To design cathodes that promote the thickness of the thin layer Li2O2 deposited via 

surface growth pathway, which provides good discharge capacity performance and 

superior cyclability of the battery. The challenge of this approach is the rational design 

of cathode surfaces that promotes the formation of complete amorphous Li2O2, which 

has yet to be achieved. 

In this thesis, Chapter 3 aims to identify an effective OER catalysts, namely NCO 

nanoplates. In Chapter 4, NCO nanoplates are utilized to enhance the OER and cycling 

performance of macroporous rGO aerogel to address the first proposed approach. Chapter 

5 then aims to address the second approach, and a novel macroporous NCO@CNT cathode 

that promotes the formation of complete amorphous Li2O2 is proposed.  
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Chapter 3 Improving Non-Aqueous Li-O2 Battery Performance by Tuning Cathodic 

NiCo2O4 Nanostructures 

3.1. Introduction and Significance 

Recent studies in non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries have focused on developing novel 

nanostructured cathode materials with a vast variety of morphologies. However, there is a 

lack of understanding of how the nanostructures of cathode materials can influence their 

performance in non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. This work aims to explore the relationship 

between cathodic NiCo2O4 nanostructures and battery performance through systematic 

investigation of crystal planes, surface areas and active sites of NiCo2O4. The output 

provides new insights into future rational design of transition metal oxide cathode materials 

and paves way for the development of novel macroporous cathodes. The highlights of this 

work include: 

1. For the first time, various NiCo2O4 nanoplates with identical morphologies but different 

exposed crystal planes were synthesized, rendering it possible to clarify the authentic 

impact of crystal planes in lieu of morphology contribution.  

2. The crystal plane effect of NiCo2O4 in non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries were demonstrated 

through the investigation of {111} and {112} crystal planes exposed NiCo2O4 nanoplates, 

which concluded that {112} crystal planes are more active towards OER than {111} 

crystal planes. 

3. The crucial roles of Ni3+ in NiCo2O4 in non-aqueous Li-O2 systems were elucidated 

through the investigations of the {112} crystal planes with different Ni compositions,  

and it was discovered that Ni3+ is able to improve the conductance of NixCo3-xO4 (0 ≤ x 

≤ 1.5) as well as the OER activity. 
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3.2. Improving Non-Aqueous Li-O2 Battery Performance by Tuning Cathodic NiCo2O4 

Nanostructures 

This section is included as an unsubmitted manuscript by Heng Wang, Qi Bi, Haihui Wang, 

Sheng Dai, Improving Non-Aqueous Li-O2 Battery Performance by Tuning Cathodic 

NiCo2O4 Nanostructures 
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Abstract 

Non-aqueous Li-O2 battery has been considered as a promising energy storage technology 

due to its high energy density but suffers from low round-trip efficiency and poor long-term 

stability. Transition metal oxides such as NiCo2O4 reveal high electrochemical performance, 

however, there is a lack of understanding of how the nanostructures of these electrocatalysts, 

especially NiCo2O4, influence overall battery performance. As a model example, NiCo2O4 

nanoplates were synthesized via a facile hydrothermal approach followed by calcination. 

The relationship between NiCo2O4 nanostructure and electrocatalytic performance was 

systematically evaluated through the investigation of crystal plane effect, surface areas and 

bulk compositions of cathodic NiCo2O4 in non-aqueous Li-O2 systems. The {112} crystal 

planes of NiCo2O4 nanoplates are more active than {111} due to their higher dangling bond 

density and availability of active octahedral Co3+ and Ni3+. Ni3+ is found to be able to 

improve the OER activity as well as overall material conductance, which plays an essential 

role in improving the performance of cathodic NiCo2O4. The effects of crystal planes, 

surface areas and Ni3+ active sites of NiCo2O4 in non-aqueous Li-O2 systems are elucidated, 

which provides a new strategy for the rational design of high-performance cathodic materials 

for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. 

 

Keywords: non-aqueous Li-O2 battery, electrocatalyst, crystal plane effect, surface area, 

conductance, NiCo2O4 
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Introduction 

Recently, rechargeable non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries have gained considerable attention as a 

promising energy storage technology owing to their remarkably high practical energy 

densities, i.e., specific energy of ~3600 W·h·kg-1.1 In a typical Li-O2 battery discharge-

recharge cycle, the discharge product of Li2O2 is deposited on cathode surfaces during 

discharge via an oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) (2Li+ + O2 + 2e- → Li2O2). On the other 

hand, the deposited Li2O2 is decomposed during the recharge process via an oxygen 

evolution reaction (OER) (Li2O2 → 2Li+ + O2 + 2e-). The high polarization, low round-trip 

efficiency, poor long-term stability and the overall ineffectiveness of the OER process are 

mainly caused by insulating nature of solid Li2O2
2–5. In order to alleviate the issues of high 

overpotential and poor cyclability in rechargeable non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries, a great 

variety of electrocatalysts, such as precious metals (e.g., Pd), their alloys (e.g., PtRu) and 

transition metal oxides (e.g., MnO2, Fe3O4)
6–9, have been proposed as cathode materials. 

Novel nanostructured electrocatalysts (e.g., 3D aerogel constructed from ultrathin MnO2 

nanosheets10) and advanced nano-heterostructures (e.g., mushroom-like Au/NiCo2O4 

nanohybrid on 3D graphene grown directly on the skeleton of Ni foam11) are also explored 

as cathode materials to further enhance battery performance. Despite the vast variety in 

morphology design, there is a lack of understanding of how electrocatalyst nanostructures 

affect overall ORR and OER activities12. Therefore, there is an urgent need to establish the 

correlation between the nanostructure and the ORR/OER activity of electrocatalysts to guide 

rational electrocatalyst design for high-performance Li-O2 batteries. 

In a non-aqueous Li-O2 system, electrochemistry during ORR and OER occurs on cathode 

surfaces. Therefore, the surface atom arrangement of the electrocatalytic active surfaces on 
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the cathode can play a critical role in the enhancement of electrocatalytic activity. 

Experimentally, by the selective synthesis of nanocrystals predominantly exposing specific 

crystal planes, the surface atom arrangement, exposure of specific active sites and the 

number of dangling bonds on these nanocrystals can be tuned13. Unlike previous morphology 

control, crystal plane control enables a deeper control over the electrocatalyst active surface 

at an atomic level. Well-shaped nanocrystals of Pd14, Au15, TiO2
16, etc. enclosed by different 

crystal planes have been studied extensively as models to probe the surface activity in 

various reactions such as CO oxidation. Recently, scarce studies on the crystal plane effect 

of Co3O4 in non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries have been reported17,18. Song et al.17 compared the 

{001} crystal planes exposed Co3O4 nanocubes with the {112} crystal planes exposed Co3O4 

nanoplates. Co3+ on the {112} crystal planes are highly active towards OER and ORR, and 

the {112} crystal planes with abundant Co3+ on surface exhibit considerably improved long-

term stability than that of {001} crystal planes. However, these studies on the electrocatalysts 

with different exposed crystal planes express drastically different morphologies19–21, and it 

is difficult to preclude the contribution from morphology. 

NiCo2O4 has been widely investigated in the fields of supercapacitors22,23, lithium-ion 

batteries24,25 and water splitting26,27, owing to its rich electrochemical properties and 

relatively high conductivity (two magnitudes higher than Co3O4
28). NiCo2O4 should be an 

ideal candidate with promising electrochemical activities to fulfill the requirements for non-

aqueous Li-O2 batteries, and some studies on morphology designs ranging from 0D 

nanoparticles to 3D nanoflowers have been reported lately29–33. However, to our best 

knowledge, there is no study on how NiCo2O4 crystal planes and active sites influence the 

performance of non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. 
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In this study, we systematically investigated the contributions of the crystal planes, surface 

areas and bulk compositions of NiCo2O4 as cathode materials to the electrochemical 

performance in non-aqueous Li-O2 systems. Both {111} and {112} crystal planes exposed 

NiCo2O4 nanoplates with comparable morphologies were prepared to identify crystal plane 

impact in lieu of morphology contribution. The effect of surface areas as a critical descriptor 

is investigated by simply tuning the temperature of NiCo2O4 calcination. The cathodic active 

sites contribution to battery performance is evaluated by tailoring Ni content in the NiCo2O4 

lattices, and the roles of Ni3+ in the improvement of NiCo2O4 cathode material are 

highlighted. Through this investigation, an in-depth understanding of catalyst structures - 

electrochemical performance relationship in non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries is concluded, 

where the NiCo2O4 exposed with highly active {112} crystal planes together with high 

surface areas and conductance demonstrates structure advantages as an effective 

electrocatalyst for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. 

 

Experimental  

Materials. All regents were of analytical grade and were used as received without further 

purification. Cobalt nitrate hexahydrate (Co(NO3)2·6H2O), nickel nitrate hexahydrate 

(Ni(NO3)2·6H2O), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, Mw = 55,000), hexamethylenetetramine 

(HMTA) and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Sodium 

hydroxide, acetone, Ketjen black (KB) carbon and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) were 

supplied by Chem-Supply. Glass fiber membrane (Grade GF/F) was from Whatman. 

Lithium foil was obtained from China Energy Lithium Co., Ltd. 1 M lithium 

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) in tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether 
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(TEGDME) was acquired from Suzhou Qianmin Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. Ultra-high 

purity (99.999%) O2 was provided by Coregas. 

Synthesis of Cathodic Materials. The {111} crystal planes exposed NiCo2O4 (111-

NiCo2O4) nanoplates were synthesized according to a previous method with modification20. 

5.6 mmol Co(NO3)2·6H2O and 2.8 mmol Ni(NO3)2·6H2O were dissolved in a 20 mL mixed 

solvent of ethanol: DI water with a 1:1 volume. 2.0 g PVP was added to the above mixture. 

After stirring at room temperature for 0.5 h, 50 mL 0.4 M NaOH was added dropwise to 

form a blue suspension, which was transferred to a Teflon-lined autoclave. The autoclave 

was heated and maintained at 120 ℃ for 15 h and then allowed to cool to room temperature 

naturally. The product was washed with acetone and water several times, collected via 

centrifuge and dried at 60 ℃. The dried product was finally heated in air to 350 ℃ at a slow 

heating rate of 2 ℃ min-1 and maintained for 2 h.  

The {112} crystal planes exposed NiCo2O4 (112-NiCo2O4) nanoplates were synthesized 

according to a previous method with modification19. 3.0 mmol Co(NO3)2·6H2O and 1.5 

mmol Ni(NO3)2·6H2O were dissolved in 30 mL DI water. To this mixture, 1.5 mmol HMTA 

in another 30 mL DI water was added under constant stirring at room temperature. After 

stirring for 0.5 h, the pH of the solution was adjusted to 10 with 1 M NaOH. The green 

suspension was stirred at room temperature for another 2 h and transferred to a Teflon-lined 

autoclave. The autoclave was heated and maintained at 120 ℃ for 24 h and then allowed to 

cool to room temperature naturally. The raw product was washed with water several times 

until the supernatant was clear. The precipitate phase was collected by centrifugation and 

dried at 60 ℃. The dried product was calcined in air to 350 ℃ at a slow heating rate of     

2 ℃ min-1 and maintained for 2 h. To prepare the 112-NiCo2O4 samples with different 
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surface areas, the dried precursor was calcined at 400 ℃ instead of 350 oC. The 112-NixCo3-

xO4   (0 ≤ x ≤ 1.5) samples with different Ni contents were prepared by varying the initial 

feed molar ratios of Co and Ni salts (0, 0.2, 1.0 in correspond to the targeted compositions 

of 112-NixCo3-xO4, x = 0, 0.5, 1.5), followed by the calcination at 350 ℃. 

Material Characterization. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were conducted on a 

Rigaku Miniflex 600 instrument using Cu Kα radiation in the 2-Theta range of 3-80° at a 

scan rate of 5 ° min-1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained on an FEI 

Quanta 450 operating at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV. SEM samples were prepared by 

dropping ethanol suspensions of the synthesized catalyst samples on silicon wafers. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained on a Tecnai G2 Spirit 

operating at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images 

were obtained on a Philips CM200 operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. TEM 

samples were prepared by dropping the ethanol suspensions of samples on carbon-coated 

copper grids and drying at 60 ℃ overnight. Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) specific surface 

areas were calculated by nitrogen adsorption-desorption measurements on a Belsorp-Max 

instrument at 77 K after sample degassing at 100 ℃ overnight, and pore size distributions 

were calculated via the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method. Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FTIR) was conducted on a Nicolet 6700 spectrometer in the wavenumber 

range of 1000-400 cm-1. 

Electrochemical Measurements. To prepare the NiCo2O4/KB cathode, a slurry of well-

mixed NiCo2O4, KB and PVDF binder (weight ratio 3:6:1) in NMP was coated on a Ni foam 

and dried at 80 ℃ overnight. The loading of slurry on the cathode was ca. 0.65 mg cm-2. For 

comparison, the KB cathode with KB and PVDF binder (weight ratio 9:1) but no NiCo2O4 
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was also prepared following the same procedure. A coin-type battery was assembled in an 

argon-filled glove box, with Li foil as an anode, glass fiber membrane as a separator, and  

1 M LiTFSI in TEGDME as the electrolyte. The assembled battery was transferred to a glass 

chamber, which was purged with ultra-high purity O2 for 15 min. The galvanostatic 

discharge-charge profile of the battery was measured on a Neware battery testing system 

within a potential window of 2.0-4.5 V (vs. Li/Li+) at a current density of 200 mA g-1. Cyclic 

voltammetry (CV) of the battery was performed on a CHI600 electrochemical workstation 

within a potential window of 2.0-4.5 V (vs. Li/Li+) at a scanning rate of 1 mV S-1. 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed on a Zahner IM6 

electrochemical workstation at an open circuit voltage (~2.85 V) in the frequency range of 

100 mHz to 100 kHz. All specific capacities and current densities have been normalized 

based on the mass of KB. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Material Synthesis and Characterization 

The {111} crystal planes exposed NiCo2O4 (111-NiCo2O4) nanoplates were synthesized 

with the aid of PVP via a hydrothermal method followed by calcination. The 111-NiCo2O4 

precursors (Ni-Co mixed hydroxide) from their SEM images (Figure S3.1a) are hexagonal 

plates with a circumradius of 150-250 nm, featuring smooth surfaces and sharp edges. After 

calcination at 350 ℃, the morphology of 111-NiCo2O4 is well preserved (Figure 3.1a). The 

TEM image (Figure 3.1b) displays a typical freestanding 111-NiCo2O4 nanoplate, containing 

2 nm mesopores on the surface. These mesopores are generated from water escape during 

the decomposition of metal hydroxides to metal oxides. Figure 3.1c shows the lattice 
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resolved HRTEM image of 111-NiCo2O4. The corresponding crystal lattices can be indexed 

to (20-2), (0-22), (2-20) planes with d-spacings of 0.28, 0.28 and 0.28 nm along the [111] 

axis, which confirms the exposed crystal planes are {111}, in accordance with the FFT 

pattern (Figure 3.1c insert). Likewise, the {112} crystal planes exposed NiCo2O4 (112-

NiCo2O4) nanoplates were synthesized with the aid of HMTA. SEM (Figure 3.1d) and TEM 

(Figure 3.1e) images reveal that 112-NiCo2O4 nanoplates are mesoporous (~ 2 nm in size) 

hexagonal nanoplates with a circumradius of 150-250 nm, which resembles the 111-

NiCo2O4 nanoplates. According to the HRTEM image (Figure 3.1f) of a single freestanding 

112-NiCo2O4, the crystal lattices can be indexed to (11-1), (1-31), (0-20) planes with the d-

spacings of 0.46, 0.24 and 0.28 nm along the [112] axis and confirming the dominant 

exposed crystal planes are {112}, in accordance with the FFT pattern (Figure 3.1f insert).  

 

 

Figure 3.1. SEM (a), TEM (b) and HRTEM (c) images (insert: corresponding FFT pattern) 

of 111-NiCo2O4; SEM (d), TEM (e) and HRTEM (f) images (insert: corresponding FFT 

pattern) of 112-NiCo2O4. 
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The crystal structures of 111-NiCo2O4 and 112-NiCo2O4 were confirmed by XRD (Figure 

3.2a). The XRD patterns of both samples show well-resolved diffraction peaks, which can 

be indexed to NiCo2O4 (JCPDS: 73-1702) with a well-crystalline phase. The BET porosities 

and specific surface areas of 111-NiCo2O4 and 112-NiCo2O4 were characterized by 

measuring their nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77 K. As shown in Figure 3.2b, 

the isotherm curve of 111-NiCo2O4 can be recognized as a typical type IV adsorption curve 

with an obvious hysteresis loop at high P/P0. The pore size distribution (Figure 3.2b insert) 

confirms the existence of 2.0 nm mesopores with a narrow size distribution. The BET 

specific surface area is calculated to be 71.4 m2 g-1. Similarly, 112-NiCo2O4 exhibits a type 

IV isotherm curve with a hysteresis loop and its BET surface area is calculated to be 63.4 

m2 g-1 with a narrow mesopore distribution curve centered at 2.0 nm. Both 111-NiCo2O4 and 

112-NiCo2O4 nanoplates show high specific surface areas and ordered mesopores, which 

can provide numerous active sites towards ORR and OER34. Most importantly, these 

samples make it possible to investigate the authentic effect of crystal planes to ORR/OER 

catalytic performance in lieu of morphology contribution. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. (a) XRD patterns of 111-NiCo2O4 and 112-NiCo2O4, (b) nitrogen adsorption-

desorption isotherms and corresponding pore size distributions (insert) of 111-NiCo2O4 and 

112-NiCo2O4. 
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Effect of Crystal Plane 

The synthesized 111-NiCo2O4 and 112-NiCo2O4 nanoplates were mixed with KB and 

employed as cathodes for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. Figure 3.3a compares the 

galvanostatic discharge-charge profiles of the KB, 111-NiCo2O4/KB and 112-NiCo2O4/KB 

cathodes. While being discharged to a cut-off potential of 2.0 V at a current density of 200 

mA g-1, they deliver different specific capacities of 4104, 5400, and 5727 mAh g-1. The 

presence of NiCo2O4 leads to a slight increase in specific capacity and discharge potential 

plateau. The capacity difference between 111-NiCo2O4/KB and 112-NiCo2O4/KB is 

marginal, implying weak contribution of the exposed crystal planes to the ORR performance. 

During recharge, KB cathode can only restore ~1900 mAh g-1, while both 111-NiCo2O4/KB 

and 112-NiCo2O4/KB cathodes can fully restore their specific capacities with the plateaus at 

~ 4.2 V. Notably, the charge potential rapidly rises to the plateau at only ~ 30 % state of 

charge (~1600 mAh g-1) for 111-NiCo2O4/KB cathode, while the potential of 112-

NiCo2O4/KB cathode grows moderately and does not reach the plateau till being charged to 

~ 60 % state of charge (~3500 mAh g-1), suggesting superior OER activity of 112-NiCo2O4. 

CV measurements were performed to further probe the electrocatalytic activities of the KB, 

111-NiCo2O4/KB and 112-NiCo2O4/KB cathodes with their CV curves being shown in 

Figure 3.3b. For all three cathodes, the peaks at ~2.3 V in the forward direction can be 

attributed to the formation of Li2O2 during ORR, and the peaks at ~3.3V and ~3.6 V in the 

reverse direction can be attributed to the decomposition of LiO2 and Li2O2 during OER35. 

Compared with 111-NiCo2O4/KB and KB cathodes, the current improvement in the forward 

direction for 112-NiCo2O4/KB is marginal, but the current improvement in the reverse 
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direction is much more significant. These results confirm the marginally improved ORR and 

superior OER catalytic activity of 112-NiCo2O4 as electrocatalysts. 

The cyclabilities of KB, 111-NiCo2O4/KB and 112-NiCo2O4/KB cathodes were examined 

at a current density of 200 mA g-1 and a cut-off capacity of 500 mAh g-1 (Figures 3.3c-e) to 

evaluate their long-term stability. For the initial discharges, both 111-NiCo2O4/KB and 112-

NiCo2O4/KB cathodes show marginally lower discharge overpotential (0.28 V) than that of 

KB (0.30 V). Although both 111-NiCo2O4 and 112-NiCo2O4 show improved ORR activity, 

the improvement is limited. NiCo2O4 contributes to marginal ORR improvement36,37, but the 

contribution to OER is significant and thus, NiCo2O4 is mainly regarded as an OER 

electrocatalyst. After recharge, the charge overpotentials of KB, 111-NiCo2O4/KB and 112-

NiCo2O4/KB cathodes are 1.04, 0.90 and 0.67 V during first cycle. The low charge potential 

for 112-NiCo2O4/KB cathode can effectively alleviate the parasitic reactions that 

dominatingly occur at high potentials, thus prolong the cyclability of cathodes38. As a result, 

the 112-NiCo2O4/KB cathode can sustain for the first 50 cycles without noticeable 

degradation and fails after 61 cycles, while the capacities of 111-NiCo2O4/KB and KB 

cathodes fade away rapidly after 35 and 18 cycles (Figure 3.3f). Evidently, 112-NiCo2O4 

exhibits superior cycling performance ascribed to its high OER activity. Because 111-

NiCo2O4 and 112-NiCo2O4 exhibit similar sizes, morphologies and specific surface areas, 

the only difference contributing to the above performance can be fully identified as the effect 

of crystal planes. 
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Figure 3.3. (a) Galvanostatic discharge-charge profiles of KB, 111-NiCo2O4/KB and 112-

NiCo2O4/KB cathodes at a current density of 200 mA g-1 and in the potential window of 2.0-

4.5 V; (b) the CV curves of KB, 111-NiCo2O4/KB and 112-NiCo2O4/KB cathodes; the 

cycling performance of (c) KB, (d) 111-NiCo2O4/KB, (e) 112-NiCo2O4/KB cathodes at 200 

mA g-1 and limit capacity of 500 mAh g-1; (f) a summary of the cycling performances of KB, 

111-NiCo2O4/KB, and 112-NiCo2O4/KB cathodes. 
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The batteries were disassembled so that the cathodes at different discharge and charge status 

can be characterized by SEM. Figure S3.2a displays a pristine 112-NiCo2O4/KB cathode, 

where hexagonal 112-NiCo2O4 nanoplates scatter across the surface of porous KB. 112-

NiCo2O4/KB is deeply discharged to 2.0 V to better visualize the deposited Li2O2 particles 

on electrode surface (Figure S3.2b). Figures S3.2c and S3.2d illustrate the cathode after 

being cycled at 200 mA g-1 and limited capacity of 500 mAh g-1 for 50 and 61 cycles. Even 

after 50 cycles, the cathode morphology is mostly recovered and no Li2O2 particles can be 

observed. However, after 61 cycles, KB and NiCo2O4 nanoplates are mostly covered 

underneath a layer of lithium carbonate by-products, blocking the electrochemically active 

cathode surface. The dysfunction of non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries after cycling is mainly due 

to the irreversible accumulation of these by-products on cathode surfaces. 

 

Effect of Surface Area 

Further, it is favorable to develop NiCo2O4 with large surface areas associated with highly 

active {112} crystal planes. The specific surface areas of NiCo2O4 can be controlled by 

calcination temperature. Figure 3.4a compares the nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms 

and the pore size distributions of 112-NiCo2O4 nanoplates calcined at 350 and 400 ℃ 

(labeled as the 112-NiCo2O4-350C and 112-NiCo2O4-400C). Compared with 112-NiCo2O4-

350C, 112-NiCo2O4-400C displays a similar type IV isotherm curve with a hysteresis loop 

but with a broader pore distribution curve centered at 4.0 nm. At an elevated calcination 

temperature of 400 ℃, the decomposition of mixed Ni-Co hydroxides is faster and generates 

larger and less-ordered mesopores, which can be observed from the TEM image as well 

(Figure S3.3). Consequently, the specific surface area of 112-NiCo2O4-400C is 41.5 m2 g-1, 
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which is 35 % smaller than that of 112-NiCo2O4-350C. Evidently, high calcination 

temperature does not favor the formation of 112-NiCo2O4 nanoplates with ordered 

mesopores and higher specific surface areas. Figure 3.4b compares the first cycle curves of 

112-NiCo2O4-350C/KB and 112-NiCo2O4-400C/KB cathodes cycled at 200 mA g-1 and 

limited capacity of 500 mAh g-1 (detailed profiles shown in Figure S3.4). The 112-NiCo2O4-

400C/KB cathode shows a high charge overpotential of 0.93 V, which is 0.26 V higher than 

that of NiCo2O4-350C/KB. The 112-NiCo2O4-400C/KB cathode is only stable for 29 cycles 

(Figures 3.4c and S3.4). The reduced surface areas of 112-NiCo2O4-400C offer fewer active 

sites towards OER, which results in a higher charge potential and poor long-term stability. 

These results confirm that a high specific surface area plays a critical role in OER. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4. (a) The nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms and corresponding pore size 

distributions (insert) of 112-NiCo2O4-350C and 112-NiCo2O4-400C; (b) comparison on the 

first cycle curves of 112-NiCo2O4-350C/KB and 112-NiCo2O4-400C/KB cathodes at 200 

mA g-1 and limit capacity of 500 mAh g-1; (c) a summary of cycling performance of     

112-NiCo2O4-350C/KB and 112-NiCo2O4-400C/KB cathodes. 
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Effect of Ni Concentration 

To better understand why {112} crystal planes show higher OER activity than {111}, the 

crystal structures of {111} and {112} crystal planes of NiCo2O4 are examined. The ideal 

NiCo2O4 surface models are built by modification of a Co3O4 crystal. The octahedral (Oh) 

sites are occupied by both Co3+ and Ni3+ with a 1:1 ratio while the tetrahedral (Td) sites are 

occupied by Co2+ (Figure 3.5)39. The stable {111} crystal planes are terminated by 

tetrahedral Co2+ with a single dangling bond, in comparison, the high-index {112} crystal 

planes are rough and feature more atomic kinks and steps with 3 Co2+ and 7 Co3+/Ni3+ 

dangling bonds. It is well-known that the density of dangling bonds on a specific surface is 

directly correlated to its surface energy40. A large number of unsaturated Co2+, Co3+ and Ni3+ 

on {112} crystal planes lead to high surface energy and high catalytic reactivity. In addition, 

the Ni3+ in NiCo2O4 has been reported to be more active than Co3+ in water splitting 

applications41,42, but there is no report on its influence of OER activity in non-aqueous Li-

O2 system. Besides the {112} crystal planes providing more accessible Co3+(Oh) and 

Ni3+(Oh) to facilitate OER, it is hypnotized that Ni3+(Oh) also plays a crucial role in the OER 

activity.  

 

 

Figure 3.5. The crystal structures of the {111} and {112} crystal planes of NiCo2O4. The 

possible arrangement of Co3+ and Ni3+ at Oh sites is numerous, only a representative case is 

illustrated here. 
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The effect of Ni3+on the electrocatalytic performance in non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries were 

examined. Various 112-NixCo3-xO4 (0 ≤ x ≤ 1.5) nanoplates were synthesized using the same 

method as that of 112-NiCo2O4 but adjusting initial feed molar ratios of Ni and Co salts. 

Through EDS analysis (Figure S3.5), the corresponding bulk compositions of         

112-NixCo3-xO4, at the initial feed Ni: Co molar ratios of 0, 0.2 and 1.0, are determined to be 

Co3O4, Ni0.5Co2.5O4 and Ni1.3Co1.7O4 (labeled as 112-Co3O4, 112-Ni0.5Co2.5O4 and     

112-Ni1.3Co1.7O4) with details summarized in Table 3.1. Notably, at a high Ni feed (x > 1), 

the obtained sample cannot reach its theoretical composition of Ni1.5Co1.5O4, since Ni 

incorporation requires extra energy43. The XRD patterns (Figure 3.6a) of 112-Co3O4,    

112-Ni0.5Co2.5O4, 112-NiCo2O4 and 112-Ni1.3Co1.7O4 reveal that all samples can be indexed 

to the spinel phase NiCo2O4, confirming Ni incorporation does not fundamentally alter the 

crystal structure from the stoichiometric NiCo2O4. The calculated lattice constant a increases 

from 8.0850 Å to 8.1147 Å as Ni3+ increases (Table 3.1), which confirms the presence of 

Ni3+ in the octahedral sites of spinel crystal structures44. Finally, the SEM images (Figure 

S3.6) of 112-Co3O4, 112-Ni0.5Co2.5O4 and 112-Ni1.3Co1.7O4 nanoplates illustrate the thin and 

hexagonal morphologies that resemble the 112-NiCo2O4 nanoplates. 
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Figure 3.6. (a) The XRD patterns of 112-Co3O4, 112-Ni0.5Co2.5O4, 112-NiCo2O4 and 112-

Ni1.3Co1.7O4; (b) a comparison on the first cycle curves of 112-Co3O4/KB, 112-

Ni0.5Co2.5O4/KB, 112-NiCo2O4/KB and 112-Ni1.3Co1.7O4/KB cathodes at 200 mA g-1 and 

limit capacity of 500 mAh g-1; (c) a summary of the cycling performance of corresponding 

cathodes; (d) EIS spectra of corresponding pristine cathodes. 

 

 

 

Table 3.1. The compositions and crystal parameters of various 112-NixCo3-xO4 

Feed ratio 

(Ni: Co) 

Theoretical 

composition 

Experimental 

composition a 

Lattice 

constant (Å) b 

0 Co3O4 Co3O4 8.0810 

0.2 Ni0.5Co2.5O4 Ni0.5Co2.5O4 8.0850 

0.5 Ni1.0Co2.0O4 Ni1.0Co2.0O4 8.0978 

1.0 Ni1.5Co1.5O4 Ni1.3Co1.7O4 8.1147 

a Calculated based on the results of EDS 
b Calculated from the d-spacings of the (3 1 1) plane 
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Figure 3.6b compares the first cycle curves of the 112-Co3O4/KB, 112-Ni0.5Co2.5O4/KB, 112-

NiCo2O4/KB and 112-Ni1.3Co1.7O4/KB cathodes cycled at 200 mA g-1 and limited capacity 

of 500 mAh g-1. 112-NiCo2O4/KB displays the lowest charge potential, followed by 112-

Ni0.5Co2.5O4/KB, 112-Ni1.3Co1.7O4/KB and finally 112-Co3O4/KB. In the range of x ≤ 1, the 

charge potentials of 112-NixCo3-xO4/KB cathodes decrease with increasing x. However, 

when the Ni3+ content increases further to 112-Ni1.3Co1.7O4/KB, the charge potential 

increases significantly. The overall cyclabilities also increases from 24 cycles for 112-

Co3O4/KB to a peak of 61 cycles for 112-NiCo2O4/KB and declines to 25 cycles for 112-

Ni1.3Co1.7O4/KB (Figure 3.6c, detailed profiles of each cathode are shown in Figure S3.7). 

The charge transport properties of the cathodes were further characterized by EIS. Figure 

3.6d shows the Nyquist plots of the pristine cathodes. The charge-transfer resistance (Rct) 

was measured from the radius of the semicircles at the high-frequency region. The Rct values 

for 112-Co3O4/KB, 112-Ni0.5Co2.5O4/KB, 112-NiCo2O4/KB and 112-Ni1.3Co1.7O4/KB are 

103.2, 71.0, 63.7 and 78.3 Ω. The Rct results are in alignment with the conductance of bulk 

NixCo3-xO4 being previously reported45. The presence of Ni3+ in the crystal lattice of 112-

NixCo3-xO4 drastically improves their conductance, however, if the Ni3+ content is higher 

than x >1, a poorly conductive NiO phase tends to form, which can reduce the overall 

conductance significantly45. The NiO phase in 112-Ni1.3Co1.7O4 can be observed in its FTIR 

spectrum (Figure S3.8), the broad peak at 470 cm-1 indicates a poorly crystallized NiO phase 

that is undetectable in XRD. Based on the above analysis, the charge potentials and cycling 

performances are also governed by the conductance of the 112-NixCo3-xO4. The superior 

cycling performance of 112-NiCo2O4/KB can be further attributed to the high conductance 

of 112-NiCo2O4.  
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Conclusion 

For the first time various NiCo2O4 nanoplates with identical morphologies but different 

{111} and {112} crystal planes were synthesized as model transition metal oxide cathodes 

for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. The contribution of NiCo2O4 to Li-O2 battery performance 

mainly comes from enhancing OER activity rather than ORR. The {112} crystal planes 

exhibit superior OER activity than the {111} crystal planes, owing to the presence of 

numerous dangling bonds on crystal surfaces to expose highly active Co3+(Oh) and Ni3+(Oh) 

sites. Large surface areas associated with the highly active {112} crystal planes can further 

contribute to the OER activity of the battery. The presence of Ni3+ plays an essential role in 

improving the OER activity and the overall conductance of NixCo3-xO4. The {112} crystal 

planes exposed NiCo2O4 nanoplates can be employed as an effective electrochemical 

catalyst for non-aqueous Li-O2 battery, owing to the high activity of Ni3+, highly active 

{112} crystal planes, large surface areas and good conductance. This study has demonstrated 

the correlation between nanostructures and electrochemical performance of NiCo2O4 as 

model transition metal oxide cathodic materials in non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. These 

results provide a new possible strategy to improve the electrocatalytic activity of NiCo2O4, 

such as through the selective exposure of Ni3+ active sites on the electrocatalyst surfaces, for 

the development of high-performance transition metal oxide electrocatalysts in diverse 

sustainable energy applications. 
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Figure S3.1. SEM images of (a) 111-NiCo2O4 precursor and (b) 112-NiCo2O4 precursor. 

Scale bars indicate 200 nm. 
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Figure S3.2. SEM images of (a) a typical pristine 112-NiCo2O4/KB cathode, (b) a cathode 

discharged to 2.0 V, (c) a cathode after cycled for 50 cycles, (d) a cathode after cycled for 61 

cycles. Scale bars indicate 500 nm. 
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Figure S3.3. A TEM image of 112-NiCo2O4-400C. 
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Figure S3.4. Detailed cycling performance of the 112-NiCo2O4-400C/KB cathode at a 

current density of 200 mA g-1 and limit capacity of 500 mAh g-1. 
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Figure S3.5. EDS analysis of (a) 112-Co3O4, (b) 112-Ni0.5Co2.5O4, (c) 112-NiCo2O4 and 

(d) 112-Ni1.3Co1.7O4. 
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Figure S3.6. SEM images of (a) 112-Co3O4, (b) 112-Ni0.5Co2.5O4 and (c) 112-Ni1.3Co1.7O4. 

The scale bars indicate 200 nm.  
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Figure S3.7. Detailed cycling performance of (a) 112-Co3O4/KB, (b) 112-Ni0.5Co2.5O4/KB 

and (c) 112-Ni1.3Co1.7O4/KB cathodes at a current density of 200 mA g-1 and limit capacity 

of 500 mAh g-1.  
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Figure S3.8. FTIR spectra of (a) 112-Ni1.3Co1.7O4, (b) 112-NiCo2O4 and (c) 112-Ni0.5Co2.5O4. 

Peaks at ~560 and 650 cm-1 in all samples are the typical M-O (M = Ni & CO) vibration 

bands. The board peak at 470 cm-1 in 112-Ni1.3Co1.7O4 can be ascribed to a poorly 

crystallized NiO, which cannot detectable by XRD. 
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Chapter 4 Macroporous Nanocomposites of Reduced Graphene Oxide Aerogels and 

NiCo2O4 Nanoplates for Non-Aqueous Li-O2 Battery 

4.1. Introduction and Significance 

NiCo2O4 materials are effective electrocatalyst for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries, but their 

relatively low conductivity hinders the improvement of battery performance. Reduced 

graphene oxide aerogels are highly conductive and possess macropores to accommodate the 

discharge product but show low electrochemical activity and are suspect to attack from 

superoxide and peroxide species during electrochemistry. In this work, the synergistic effect 

between NiCo2O4 and reduced graphene oxide aerogels is explored through the investigation 

of a series of nanocomposites of both materials. This work demonstrates a novel strategy to 

use catalyst as a protective layer for carbon support to enhance the performance of carbon-

based macroporous cathode to efficient accommodate Li2O2 formed via the solution growth 

pathway. The highlights of this work include: 

1. A series of novel nanocomposites of reduced graphene oxide aerogels and NiCo2O4 

nanoplates were synthesized through a robust one-pot approach. 

2. The synergistic effect between NiCo2O4 and reduced graphene oxide aerogels was found 

to be regulated by the balance of NiCo2O4 coverage on walls of macropores and overall 

cathode conductivity. 

3. The dual roles of NiCo2O4 as both electrocatalyst and protective layer for reduced 

graphene oxide aerogel were attributed to the excellent battery cycling performance. 

4. The freestanding macroporous structure of the cathode also played an essential role in 

the cyclability of the battery by promoting mass transportation and avoiding binders. 
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4.2. Macroporous Nanocomposites of Reduced Graphene Oxide Aerogels and NiCo2O4 

Nanoplates for Non-Aqueous Li-O2 Battery 

This section is included as an unsubmitted manuscript by Heng Wang, Qi Bi, Haihui Wang, 

Sheng Dai, Macroporous Nanocomposites of Reduced Graphene Oxide Aerogels and 

NiCo2O4 Nanoplates for Non-Aqueous Li-O2 Battery. 
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Abstract 

Owing to their exceptional specific high capacities, non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries have 

become increasingly attractive in energy storage applications. The nanostructures of porous 

cathode materials strongly influence overall battery performance. In this study, a novel 

freestanding cathode has been developed by hybridizing NiCo2O4 (NCO) nanoplates on 

macroporous reduced graphene oxide aerogel (GA) support through a self-assembly 

approach. The resulting cathode features a unique nanostructure in which the walls of GA 

macropores are covered by NCO nanoplates, providing abundant active sites toward the 

electrochemical reactions as well as acting a protective layer against the corrosion of GA 

support. In addition, macroporous GA support facilitates the mass and electron transportation 

as well as act as accommodation sites for Li2O2 discharge product. After systematic 

optimization, the nanocomposite with a GA: NCO weight ratio of 1: 4 displays the optimal 

conductance and NCO coverage on the walls of macropores, resulting in a capacity of 4302 

mAh g-1 and a cyclability of 82 cycles. This study has demonstrated the synergistic effect 

between the electrocatalysts and their supports, which provides insights into the rational 

cathode design for future high-performance Li-O2 batteries. 

 

Keywords: non-aqueous Li-O2 battery, freestanding, cathode, macroporous, reduced 

graphene oxide aerogel, NiCo2O4 
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Introduction 

Non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries have attracted tremendous attention in recent years as a 

promising energy storage technology especially for electric vehicles, owing to their 

exceptionally high specific energy (~3600 W h kg-1)1–3. In a typical non-aqueous Li-O2 

system, O2 is reduced at the cathode during the discharging process through an oxygen 

reduction reaction (ORR) and combines Li+ to form Li2O2, which is insoluble in electrolyte 

and deposited on cathode surfaces. During the charging process, the deposited Li2O2 is 

decomposed in an oxygen evolution reaction (OER) associated with O2 release. However, 

non-aqueous Li-O2 system faces numerous challenges, such as high polarization, low round-

trip efficiency and poor overall stability4, which hinder its end-use applications. To overcome 

these issues, numerous efforts have been devoted to developing various cathodes that are 

highly active towards OER and ORR as well as able to accommodate solid Li2O2 discharge 

product effectively. 

NiCo2O4 (NCO) has been studied extensively in the fields of supercapacitors5,6, lithium-ion 

batteries7,8 and water splitting9,10 applications due to its relatively high electrical conductivity 

among metal oxides5, rich oxygen vacancies11 and high electrocatalytic activity12. More 

importantly, NCO has a rich variety of nanostructures that can be carefully tailored for non-

aqueous Li-O2 batteries. Recently, numerous NCO materials, ranging from zero-dimensional 

nanoparticles to three-dimensional nanoflowers13–17, have been proposed as cathode 

materials for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. The lower dimensional NCO materials are 

generally utilized as effective electrocatalysts in conjunction with commercial carbon as 

support, while three-dimensional NCO materials can be directly used as freestanding and 

binder-free cathodes with improved stability. Although freestanding NCO cathodes can 
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improve long-term stability18 of the battery, they often exhibit low specific capacities (< 

1500 mAh g-1)19,20, due to its heavy weight, limited conductivity (compared to carbon) and 

low surface areas. Carbon materials, on the other hand, are light-weight, highly conductive 

and porous in nature, but their low activity towards OER21 have made them unsuitable as 

cathodes for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. Therefore, the strategy of incorporating heavy and 

poorly conductive NCO electrocatalysts to the lightweight and highly conductive porous 

carbon materials can result in high-performance cathodes for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. 

Reduced graphene oxide aerogel (GA) is a macroporous three-dimensional carbon material 

constructed from two-dimensional reduced graphene oxide (rGO) sheet and has been widely 

explored in the fields of energy storage22,23, pollutant adsorption24,25 and tissue 

engineering26,27. GA materials can be particularly beneficial for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries 

because the highly conductive rGO network can serve as catalyst support and the macropores 

can adequately accommodate the discharge product. Jiang et al.21 reported a Ru 

functionalized GA cathode with a hierarchical porous structure. The three-dimensional 

network can facilitate electrolyte permeation and oxygen diffusion, and Ru nanoparticles can 

significantly enhance the OER activity of the cathode and cycling stability of the battery up 

to 50 cycles. The differential electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS) analysis revealed 

the evolution of CO2 above 3.8 V (vs. Li/Li+) in Ru functionalized GA because superoxide 

and peroxide species are highly active and attack the GA support. These parasitic reactions 

are commonly observed on carbon-based electrode materials28. Luo et al.29 later reported  

that by coating carbon with a protective layer, such as a non-reactive ZnO, the contact of the 

superoxide and peroxide species with carbon can be minimized, which effectively 

suppresses parasitic reactions. Therefore, it is an attractive prospect to rationally design a 
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GA cathode in which NCO can serve as both an effective electrocatalyst and a protective 

layer to protect GA from superoxide and peroxide species. To our best knowledge, no study 

on this topic has been reported. 

Here, we introduce a robust approach to prepare novel macroporous nanocomposites of GAs 

and NCO nanoplates as freestanding cathodes for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. NCO 

nanoplates were prepared through a hydrothermal method followed by calcination. 

Sequentially NCO nanoplates were hybridized on the walls of the macropores in GA via a 

chemical reduction-induced self-assembly method. The influence of NCO loading in GA 

support on the battery performance was investigated by tweaking the NCO content. The 

synergistic effect between the NCO electrocatalysts and GA support is highlighted. 

 

Experimental 

Materials. All regents were of analytical grade and were used as received without further 

purification. Graphite flake (100 mesh), potassium permanganate (KMnO4), sodium 

ascorbate, cobalt nitrate hexahydrate (Co(NO3)2·6H2O), nickel nitrate hexahydrate 

(Ni(NO3)2·6H2O), hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Sodium nitrate (NaNO3), sulfuric acid (H2SO4, 98%), 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30%), sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and polyvinylidene fluoride 

(PVDF) were supplied by Chem-Supply. Lithium foil was from China Energy Lithium Co., 

Ltd. Glass fiber membrane (Grade GF/F) was from Whatman. 1M lithium 

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) in tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether 

(TEGDME) was obtained from Suzhou Qianmin Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. Ultra-high 

purity (99.999%) O2 was provided by Coregas. 
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Cathode Material Preparation. Graphene oxide (GO) was synthesized according to a 

previous method with modification30. 5 g graphite flake, 3.75 g NaNO3 and 150 mL 

concentrated H2SO4 were added in a 1000 mL beaker. To this mixture, 20 g KMnO4 powder 

was slowly added under constant stirring of an overhead mixer. After 20 h, the stirring was 

stopped, and a viscous mixture was formed. The mixture was sat still for 5 days with 

occasional manual stirring, then, 500 mL DI water was slowly added to the mixture under 

constant stirring, followed by 30 mL H2O2. After stirring for another 2 h, the mixture was 

washed with a large quantity of DI water and GO was collected by centrifuge. The obtained 

GO solution was dialyzed with DI water for 2 weeks and then freeze dried. 

Mildly reduced GO (mrGO) was synthesized by a chemical reduction method. 150 mg 

sodium ascorbate was dissolved in 200 mL of 0.5 mg mL-1 GO solution, which was heated 

to 60 ℃ under constant stirring and kept at that temperature for 0.5 h. The prepared mrGO 

was washed with DI water three times and collected via centrifuge. 

NCO nanoplates were synthesized according to our previous method reported in Chapter 3. 

3.0 mmol Co(NO3)2·6H2O, 1.5 mmol Ni(NO3)2·6H2O and 1.5 mmol HMTA were dissolved 

in 60 mL DI water and stirred at room temperature for 0.5 h. The pH of the mixture was 

adjusted to 10 with 1 M NaOH. The obtained green suspension was stirred at room 

temperature for 2 h and transferred to a Teflon-lined autoclave. The autoclave was heated to 

120 ℃ and maintained at that temperature for 24 h before allowing to cool down naturally. 

The precipitate was washed with a large quantity of DI water until the supernatant was clear, 

collected via centrifuge, and dried at 60 ℃ overnight. The dried raw product was further 

heated in an open-end tube furnace to 350 ℃ at a slow heating rate of 2 ℃ min-1 and 

maintained at that temperature for 2 h to obtain the NCO nanoplates. 
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Macroporous nanocomposites of reduced graphene oxide aerogels and NiCo2O4 nanoplates 

(GANCO) were synthesized through a chemical reduction-induced self-assembly approach. 

0.5 mL of 1 mg mL-1 mrGO solution was mixed with a certain amount of NCO and sonicated 

for 1 h. 20 μL of 50 mg mL-1 sodium ascorbate solution was added to this mixture, which 

was further sonicated for 5 min. The mixture was transferred to a capped glass vial with an 

inner diameter of 1 cm, heated to 95 ℃, and kept at that temperature for 6 h before allowing 

to cool down naturally. The formed gel was dialyzed with DI water for 2 d and freeze dried 

to obtain GANCO. GANCO with a GA: NCO feed ratio of 1:2, 1:4 and 1:6 (w/w) were 

labeled as the GANCO2, GANCO4 and GANCO6. In addition, pure GA without adding 

NCO was also synthesized through the same procedures. The as-prepared GANCOs were 

used as cathodes directly without further preparation process. For comparison purpose, the 

non-freestanding cathode with the same bulk composition of GANCO4 (labeled rGONCO4) 

was prepared as well: GANCO4 was crushed with a mortar and pestle and mixed with PVDF 

binder (weight ratio 9:1) in NMP to form a slurry, which was coated on a Ni foam and dried 

at 80 ℃ overnight.  

Material Characterization. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out on an 

FEI Quanta 450 operating at a voltage of 30 kV. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

was carried out on a Tecnai G2 Spirit operating at a voltage of 120 kV. X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) patterns were obtained on a Rigaku Miniflex 600 instrument using a Cu Kα radiation 

source at a scan rate of 5 ° min-1. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted 

on a Thermo Fisher Scientific K-Alpha+ Spectrometer using a monochromatic Al Kα 

radiation operating at 12 kV. 
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Electrochemical Evaluation. A coin-type battery was assembled in an argon-filled 

glovebox, with a Li foil as an anode, glass fiber membrane as a separator, and 1 M LiTFSI 

in TEGDME as the electrolyte. The battery was transferred to a glass chamber, which was 

purged with oxygen for 15 min. Galvanostatic discharge-charge test was performed on a 

Neware battery testing system. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed on a CHI600 

electrochemical workstation at a scanning rate of 2 mV S-1. Electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS) was performed on a Zahner IM6 electrochemical workstation at open 

circuit voltage in the frequency range of 100 mHz to 100 kHz. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Material Synthesis and Characterization 

The NCO nanoplates were synthesized via a hydrothermal method followed by calcination. 

Figure S4.1 reveals that the synthesized Ni-Co mixed hydroxide precursors are thin 

hexagonal nanoplates with a circumradius of 150-250 nm as well as smooth surface and 

well-defined edges. After calcination, Figure 4.1a displays that the morphology of 

nanoplates is well preserved, but the surface roughens. Associated with water escapes, 

mesopores are formed during calcination. Mesopores of ~2 nm in size can be clearly 

observed on the TEM image of the NCO nanoplates (Figure 4.1b).  

GANCOs were fabricated by a chemical reduction-induced self-assembly method, with the 

walls of GA macropores being covered by two-dimensional NCO nanoplates. It is worth 

noting that mrGO is used as the starting material to fabricate GAs and GANCOs. GAs 

fabricated directly from GO as the starting material display a “shell” structure31, which 

consists of densely stacked rGO sheets that cover the entire GA surface and blocks access to 
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the inner porous structure (Figure S4.2). The lack of pores for Li2O2 deposition can be 

detrimental, as indicated by the poor battery performance (Figure S4.3). The use of mrGO 

as a starting material enables the one-pot fabrication of GAs and GANCOs with desired 

dimensions without any laborious and wasteful post-process. The low-resolution SEM image 

of pure GA (Figure 4.2a) displays an interconnected, three-dimensional porous framework 

with continuous macropores 2-30 μm in size. The high-resolution SEM image of GA reveals 

that the walls of the macropores consist of thin rGO nanosheets (Figure 4.2e). With the 

addition of NCO nanoplates, the interconnected porous network of GANCO2, GANCO4 

and GANCO6 remain mostly intact and resemble that of pure GA (Figures 4.2b-d). High-

resolution SEM images (Figures 4.2f-h) reveal that NCO nanoplates are dispersed on the 

walls of GA macropores. For GANCO2 (Figure 4.2f), NCO loading is low, and NCO 

nanoplates are distributed sparsely on the walls of macropores. With increased NCO loading, 

NCO nanoplates are densely distributed on the walls of macropores for GANCO4 and cover 

the majority of walls of macropores (Figure 4.2g). For GANCO6 (Figure 4.2h), the loading 

of NCO is excessive, and NCO nanoplates start to aggregate. The TEM image of the 

GANCO4 (Figure S4.4) clearly illustrates the two distinct structures of hexagonal NCO 

nanoplates and the almost transparent rGO nanosheets.  
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Figure 4.1. (a) SEM image of the NCO nanoplates, (b) TEM image of the NCO nanoplates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2. Low-resolution SEM images of (a) GA, (b) GANCO2, (c) GANCO4, (d) 

GANCO6, scale bars indicate 10 μm; high-resolution SEM images of (e) GA, (f) GANCO2, 

(g) GANCO4, (h) GANCO6, scale bars indicate 1 μm. 
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The crystal structures of GA, NCO, and GANCOs (represented by GANCO4) were 

examined by XRD and the results are illustrated in Figure 4.3. GA shows a single broad peak 

at around 2θ of 25.8°, which corresponds to the (002) diffraction peak of rGO32. For NCO, 

the well-defined peaks at 2θs of 19.0°, 31.2°, 36.8°, 38.5°, 44.8°, 59.0° and 64.6° can be 

indexed to the (111), (220), (311), (222), (400), (511) and (440) crystal planes of the spinel 

phase NiCo2O4 (JCPDS #73-1702). For the GANCO4, both the peaks for rGO and NiCo2O4 

can be identified, confirming the formation of nanocomposite of GAs and NCO nanoplates. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the high-resolution XPS spectra of C 1s, O 1s, Co 2p and Ni 2p in 

GANCO4. The C 1s spectrum can be deconvoluted into four peaks at 284.8, 286.2, 288.3 

and 290.9 eV corresponding to the C-C/C=C, C-O, C=O and O=C-O bonds33. The peak 

intensities of O-containing groups are low in comparison to the major C-C/C=C peaks, 

indicating most O-containing groups are removed after the chemical reduction. The 

conversion to rGO enhances the conductivity and electrochemical activity of the cathode34. 

The O 1s spectrum displays the metal oxygen bond at 529.6 eV and the C-O bond at    

531.5 eV, the peak at 533.1 eV can be attributed to low oxygen coordination species in 

NCO35,36, and the small peak at 536.7 eV can be attributed to the chemisorbed O species37. 

The Co 2p spectrum shows the spin-orbit doublet peaks of Co2+, Co3+ and two shakeup 

satellites. The peaks at 779.7 and 794.7 eV can be ascribed to the doublet of Co2+ and peaks 

at 781.2 and 796.4 eV can be ascribed to Co3+. Two satellite peaks of Co can be observed at 

786.1 and 802.7 eV38,39. The Ni 2p spectrum displays two spin-orbit doublet peaks for Ni2+ 

at 854.2 and 872.4 eV and Ni3+ at 855.9 and 874.0 eV. The satellite peaks for Ni can be 

observed at 861.2 and 879.7 eV38,39. These results confirm the formation of NCO with 

Ni2+/Ni3+ and Co2+/Co3+ redox couples, providing excellent electrocatalytic activities40. 
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of the XRD patterns of GA, NCO, and GANCO4. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4. XPS spectra of (a) C 1s, (b) O 1s, (c) Co 2p and (d) Ni 2p for GANCO4. 
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Effect of NiCo2O4 Loading 

The as-prepared GA, GANCO2, GANCO4 and GANCO6 were used directly as freestanding 

cathodes for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. Their galvanostatic discharge-charge profiles were 

measured at a current density of 200 mA g-1 within the potential window of 2.0-4.5 V (vs. 

Li/Li+). Figure 4.5a reveals the GA cathode delivers a specific capacity of 3125 mAh g-1 

with a constant discharge plateau of 2.59 V. During recharge, the potential rises rapidly to 

the cut-off potential of 4.5 V and consequentially the GA cathode only recovers less than 

1000 mAh g-1 of capacity, indicating poor OER activity of pure GA cathode. With the 

introduction of NCO nanoplates, the specific capacities of GANCO2, GANCO4 and 

GANCO6 are increased to 4078, 4302, and 3916 mAh g-1 together with slightly higher 

discharge plateaus than that of GA, indicating a slight improvement in ORR activity. 

GANCO4 shows the highest specific capacity, although the difference among these cathodes 

is marginal. For recharging, all three GANCO cathodes can fully recover their delivered 

capacities. The charge overpotentials of GANCO2, GANCO4 and GANCO6 are 4.14, 4.03, 

and 3.91 V. Clearly, the introduction of NCO to GANCOs can promote both ORR and OER 

activities. Most notably, NCO introduction has a significant impact on the OER activity of 

cathode, and the content of NCO is directly correlated to the low overpotential. The ORR 

and OER activities of GANCO2, GANCO4 and GANCO6 cathodes were further 

characterized by CV measurements with the results shown in Figure 4.5b. The strength of 

the peaks in both forward (ORR) and backward (OER) directions for all cathodes increases 

with NCO loading, with GANCO6 being the most active cathode for both ORR and OER, 

owing to its high NCO loading. 
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Figure 4.5. (a) The initial galvanostatic discharge-charge profiles of GA, GANCO2, 

GANCO4 and GANCO6 being measured at a current density of 200 mA g-1 in the potential 

window of 2.0-4.5 V; (b) the CV curves of GA, GANCO2, GANCO4 and GANCO6 being 

measured at a scanning rate of 2 mV S-1 in the potential window of 2.0-4.5 V. 

 

The cycling performance of GA, GANCO2, GANCO4 and GANCO6 cathodes were tested 

at a current density of 200 mA g-1 and limited capacity of 500 mAh g-1. As illustrated in 

Figure S4.5, the battery with pure GA cathode can only maintain 14 cycles with a high 

overpotential of 1.55 V during the initial cycle. The overpotentials during the initial cycle of 

GANCO2, GANCO4 and GANCO6 are 1.06, 0.91 and 0.54 V. Evidently, the introduction 

of NCO in GANCO cathodes can significantly reduce the overpotentials of the batteries, and 

the reduction of the overpotentials is correlated to increasing NCO loading. In addition, with 

the increase of NCO loading, the cycles of the batteries increase from 33 cycles of GANCO2 

to 82 cycles of GANCO4. When the loading is further increased, the cycles of GANCO6 

drop to 52 cycles. Although high NCO loading can be associated with enhanced OER activity, 

as indicated by the overpotentials and previous CV results, the cycling performance results 

suggests that NCO loading is not the only factor that governs the long-term stability of the 

battery. NCO nanoplates with relatively low conductivity can aggregate on walls of 

macropores in GANCO6 and hinder the charge transport properties of cathode materials. 
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EIS measurements were further conducted on pristine GANCO2, GANCO4 and GANCO6 

cathodes to characterize their charge transport properties under O2 atmosphere. Figure S4.6 

illustrates their Nyquist plots and the charge transfer resistance (Rct) is calculated by the 

radius of the semicircles at the high-frequency region. The Rct values of GANCO2, 

GANCO4 and GANCO6 are 87.7, 115.1, and 148.3 Ω. The impedances of the cathodes are 

correlated with the content of NCO, and higher NCO loading results in the decline of the 

conductivity of the cathodes. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6. The cycling performance of (a) GANCO2, (b) GANCO4, (c) GANCO6 and (d) 

rGONCO4 cathodes being measured at a current density of 200 mA g-1 and limited capacity 

of 500 mAh g-1. 
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These results indicate that the overall cycling performance of the battery is regulated by the 

balance of NCO coverage on walls of macropores and cathode conductivity. The highly 

catalytical active NCO offers abundant active sites towards OER, and more importantly, 

these nanoplates can cover the rGO nanosheet entirely to minimize its contact with active 

peroxide or superoxide species during electrochemistry, which suppresses the decomposition 

of rGO, alleviates parasitic reactions and improves stability41. In this regard, the high loading 

of NCO is beneficial for the improvement of OER activity and the suppression of parasitic 

reactions. On the other hand, the high loading of NCO content also reduces the conductivities 

of the cathodes. For GANCO2, although it shows the highest conductivity, the low NCO 

coverage on the walls of macropores leads to overall low OER activity. For GANCO6, the 

NCO nanoplates start to aggregate into a thicker layer of stacked nanoplates. The buried 

nanoplates under the aggregated layer do not have access to the surface and are not active; 

these inactive masses can only hinder the overall charge transport properties of the cathodes. 

GANCO4 shows the optimal balance between high NCO coverage and conductivity. The 

superior cycling performance of GANCO4 can be ascribed to the synergistic effect of the 

conductive GA support with an opportune amount of NCO nanoplates. Notably, compared 

to non-reactive ZnO and Al2O3 protective layers being reported in previous literature29,42, 

NCO nanoplates reveal its dual roles of protection and OER activity on the performance 

enhancement of GANCOs. Consequentially, the cyclability of GANCO4 cathode is 

improved over previously reported GA/electrocatalyst nanocomposite cathodes21,43 for non-

aqueous Li-O2 batteries. 
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Effect of Freestanding Macroporous Structure 

The advantages of the freestanding macroporous structure of GANCO4 is further evaluated. 

A rGONCO4 cathode without macropores but has an identical bulk composition as that of 

GANCO4 cathode was fabricated through a conventional coating method from a slurry of 

crushed GANCO4 and inactive PVDF binder. The cycling performance of rGONCO4 

cathode was compared with that of GANCO4. Figure 4.6d illustrates that during the initial 

cycle, rGONCO4 cathode shows an overpotential of 0.86 V, which is similar to that of the 

GANCO4 (0.90 V). This can be ascribed to their identical chemical compositions. However, 

the GANCO4 cathode can maintain 82 cycles, but the rGONCO4 cathode is only stable for 

10 cycles. Obviously, the freestanding and macroporous GANCO4 exhibits far superior 

stability than the cathode being fabricated with a conventional coating method. As such, the 

freestanding macroporous structure also provides an extra contribution to the performance 

of non-aqueous Li-O2 battery. The large macropores can promote electrolyte permeation and 

oxygen diffusion43. In addition, the freestanding design avoids the usage of binders, which 

are well-known for their instabilities in non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries that hinder the long-

term stability18. The superior cycling performance of GANCO4 can also be ascribed to the 

freestanding macroporous structure of the cathode materials. 

 

Conclusion 

Inspired by the unique characteristics and limitations of NCO and rGO cathodes for non-

aqueous Li-O2 batteries, a series of freestanding and macroporous nanocomposites of GAs 

and NCO nanoplates were synthesized through a robust one-pot reaction. NCO nanoplates 

are not only electrocatalysts for the electrochemical reaction but also minimize the contact 
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of GA with highly reactive superoxide and peroxide species during electrochemistry to 

minimize GA decomposition. GANCO4 exhibits an optimal GA and NCO feed ratio, where 

NCO nanoplates fully cover the walls of macropores without hindering the charge transport 

properties of GA. As a result, it delivers a specific capacity of 4302 mAh g-1 when discharged 

at a current density of 200 mA g-1 and cyclability of 82 cycles at a current density of 200 mA 

g-1 and limited capacity of 500 mAh g-1. The freestanding macroporous structure also plays 

a critical role in cycling performance. The superior performance of GANCO4 cathode can 

be attributed to the synergistic effect between the GA support and an opportune amount of 

NCO, as well as the unique freestanding macroporous structure. The three-dimensional 

macroporous network consists of conductive GA support can provide facile electron and 

mass transfer, while the NCO occupying on the walls of the macropores can provide 

abundant active sites for electrochemical reactions, as well as act as a protective layer for 

GA to suppress the parasitic reactions between GA and superoxides and peroxides. 
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Figure S4.1. The SEM image of the NCO precursor. 
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Figure S4.2. SEM image of a GA fabricated directly from GO. 
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Figure S4.3. The initial galvanostatic discharge-charge profile of the GA fabricated directly 

from GO measured at a current density of 200 mA g-1 in the potential window of 2.0-4.5 V. 

The minimal capacity suggests the GA fabricated directly from GO has no electrochemical 

activity for non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. 
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Figure S4.4. TEM image of the GANCO4. 
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Figure S4.5. Cycling performance of pure GA cathode measured at a current density of 200 

mA g-1 and limited capacity of 500 mAh g-1. 
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Figure S4.6. EIS spectra of the pristine GANCO2, GANCO4 and GANCO6 cathodes 

measured in the frequency range of 100 mHz and 100 kHz.  
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Chapter 5 Controlling Morphology and Crystallinity of Li2O2 with Macroporous 

NiCo2O4@CNT Cathodes for High-Performance Li-O2 Battery 

5.1. Introduction and Significance 

Efficient accommodation of solid Li2O2 discharge products in porous cathodes is crucial to 

achieving the high discharge capacity of non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. Although the Li2O2 

formed through a surface growth pathway can be facilely decomposed and display low 

potential during charge, the capacity of this pathway is severely limited by the formation of 

an insulating crystalline Li2O2 layer that passivates cathode surfaces. This layer is limited to 

5-10 nm, which leads to low Li2O2 production and discharge capacity. This work aims to 

enhance the capacity performance of the surface growth pathway by promoting formation of 

amorphous Li2O2 layers with improved conductivity through rational design of 

NiCo2O4@CNT surfaces. The output of this work provides a new strategy to design high-

capacity, long-lifespan Li-O2 batteries via surface growth pathway. The highlights of this 

work include: 

1. For the first time, novel freestanding macroporous NiCo2O4@CNT cathodes have been 

designed and synthesized via a self-assembly method. 

2. Attributed to defect-rich NiCo2O4 surfaces, the surfaces of NiCo2O4@CNT promotes 

formation of a thick amorphous Li2O2 layer.  

3. Amorphous Li2O2 with improved conductivity delays cathode passivation and promotes 

the thickness growth of Li2O2 layer to boost battery capacity . 
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4. The layer morphology of amorphous Li2O2 reduces charge potential during charge and 

leads to an excellent cyclability of 343 cycles, which is superior to any previously 

reported cathodic NiCo2O4 materials.  

 

5.2. Controlling Morphology and Crystallinity of Li2O2 with Macroporous 

NiCo2O4@CNT Cathodes for High-Performance Li-O2 Batteries 

This section is included as an unsubmitted manuscript by Heng Wang, Qi Bi, Haihui Wang, 

Sheng Dai, Controlling Morphology and Crystallinity of Li2O2 with Macroporous 

NiCo2O4@CNT Cathodes for High-Performance Li-O2 Batteries. 
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Abstract 

Non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries have attracted attention in recent years due to their exceptional 

theoretical specific capacities. The surface growth pathway for Li2O2 production shows 

superior performance during oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and is therefore ideal for 

highly stable Li-O2 batteries. However, the capacity of this pathway is severely limited by 

the formation of a thin insulating crystalline Li2O2 layer that rapidly passivates cathode 

surfaces. In this study, a novel macroporous NiCo2O4@CNT cathode was fabricated via a 

vacuum filtration-assisted self-assembly method with polystyrene microspheres as templates 

for macropore generation. The NiCo2O4 coated CNT surfaces are found to promote the 

formation of amorphous Li2O2 with significantly improved conductivity. Consequently, the 

layer can grow up to 50 nm before the cathode is fully passivated, which boosts Li2O2 

production and capacity (6165 mAh g-1) of the batteries. The amorphous Li2O2 can improve 

OER kinetics and be facilely decomposed, leading to an excellent cyclability of 343 cycles. 

This study has demonstrated a novel strategy to circumvent the low capacity issue of surface 

growth pathway by promoting the formation of amorphous Li2O2 with improved 

conductivity. 

 

Keywords: non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries, surface growth pathway, macroporous, amorphous 

Li2O2, NiCo2O4, CNT. 
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Introduction 

Non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries possess an exceptionally high specific energy of ~3600 

W·h·kg-1, which is five to ten times larger than the state-of-the-art Li-ion batteries1. They 

have sparked considerable interest in recent years as promising energy storage devices. 

However, non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries are still in the early stage of development and are 

facing numerous issues such as high polarization, low round-trip efficiency and poor 

stability2. In order to overcome these problems, efforts have been made to understand and 

control the formation and decomposition process of the Li2O2 discharge product3. In a typical 

non-aqueous Li-O2 system, the formation of Li2O2 during the oxygen reduction reaction 

(ORR) follows these reactions4: 

O2 + e- → O2
- (5.1) 

O2
- + Li+ → LiO2

* (5.2) 

2LiO2
* → Li2O2 + O2;  ∆Gc = -30.86 kcal (5.3) 

or 

LiO2
* + Li+ + e- → Li2O2;  ∆Gec = -83.66 kcal (5.4) 

After the surface adsorbed LiO2
* is generated through (5.1) and (5.2), Li2O2 can be produced 

through either a chemical disproportionation (5.3) process or an electrochemical reduction 

(5.4) process. Although pathway (5.4) is more thermodynamically favored, the Li2O2 

formation pathway can be tweaked based on the interaction of LiO2
* to cathode surfaces. If 

the absorptivity of LiO2
* to the cathode is low, LiO2

* can migrate into the electrolyte to form 

solvated LiO2(sol), which undergoes the chemical disproportionation process to generate 

Li2O2 via (5.3). When Li2O2 is supersaturated in electrolyte, Li2O2 crystallites precipitate on 

cathode surfaces at nucleation sites and grow into large toroids via a process known as the 
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solution growth pathway4. Otherwise, the LiO2
* on cathode surfaces can directly convert to 

Li2O2 through the electrochemical reduction (5.4) via a process known as the surface growth 

pathway, which forms Li2O2 precipitate in a conformal layer morphology on cathode 

surfaces. The two different Li2O2 formation pathways can affect the morphology and 

crystallinity of the deposited Li2O2 and capacity performance of the battery. More 

importantly, the morphology and crystallinity of Li2O2 have a significant impact on the 

kinetics of the oxygen evolution reactions (OER) during charge. Therefore, the pathways 

will also indirectly influence the cyclability of the battery3.  

As Li2O2 forms as a solid discharge product on the cathode, the insulating nature of Li2O2
5 

leads to gradual electrical passivation of cathode surfaces, preventing further discharge and 

leading to a sharp drop in discharge potential below 2.0 V vs. Li/Li+ (the “sudden death” of 

the battery). In order to maximize Li2O2 production and discharge capacity, the cathode 

passivation should be delayed as much as possible. To date, the solution growth pathway has 

been mostly studied because it enables the Li2O2 to grow into large toroids away from 

cathode surfaces, allowing high Li2O2 production before cathode surfaces are fully 

passivated6. For example, Liu et al.7 developed a hierarchical NiCo2O4 nanowire array on 

carbon cloth cathode, Li2O2 as large as 1 μm in diameter were preferentially grown on the 

tips of the nanowires and away from carbon surface so as to delay cathode passivation. High 

donor number (DN) electrolytes (e.g., DMSO, DMA8–10) or protic additives (e.g., H2O, 

alcohols11–13) are introduced to enhance the solvation of LiO2 to promote this solution growth 

pathway further, but these electrolytes and additives also encourage parasitic reactions14. On 

the other hand, efficient decomposition of the Li2O2 toroids during OER associated with the 

battery charge and overall cyclability is challenging, because it is difficult to decompose the 
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large and insulating Li2O2 toroids located away from the electrochemically active cathode 

surfaces14. Soluble oxidation mediators such as 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxyl 

(TEMPO)15,16 and LiI17,18 are proposed to decompose Li2O2 from the electrolyte and reduce 

the overpotential, but they can attack Li anode, which contributes to poor long-term 

stability14. 

In contrast, the conformal Li2O2 layer morphology formed via the surface growth pathway 

is advantageous for OER, because it is in close contact with cathode surfaces4 and can be 

facilely decomposed during charge19. Cathode materials with high O2 (LiO2) adsorbability 

are required to drive Li2O2 formation to the surface growth pathway20. Unfortunately, to 

meet this requirement, precious metal or their oxides (e.g., Pd21, Au22, RuO2
23, etc.) are 

usually needed, which will increase the price of the batteries and hinder their mass use. More 

importantly, Li2O2 is a wide band gap insulator5, which leads to the formation of Li2O2 layer 

with a limited thickness of 5-10 nm24,25. Beyond this thickness, electrons cannot tunnel 

through the insulating Li2O2 layer to sustain electrochemistry, leading to rapid cathode 

passivation, low Li2O2 production and small discharge capacity. Therefore, surface growth 

pathway is generally considered unfavourable26 and cathodes based on this pathway are 

scarce. In order to improve discharge capacity, efforts have been made to improve the 

conductivity of Li2O2 so more Li2O2 can be produced before the cathode is fully passivated. 

Yilmaz et al.23 reported that the Li2O2 layer formed on a RuO2 decorated CNT cathode was 

partially noncrystalline. The defects in noncrystalline Li2O2 can significantly improve the 

conductivity of the layer, allowing it to grow as thick as 20 nm before cathode passivation, 

improving Li2O2 production. It is hypothesized increasing the amorphous portion of the 

Li2O2 layer will further improve its conductivity, which promotes Li2O2 production and 
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enhances discharge capacity of the battery. So far, amorphous Li2O2 formation on cathode 

surfaces via a surface growth pathway has not been reported. 

Here, we report a novel macroporous NiCo2O4@CNT cathode for non-aqueous Li-O2 battery. 

The freestanding cathode was fabricated via a vacuum filtration-assisted self-assembly of 

the NiCo2O4@CNT nanotubes with different sized polystyrene microspheres as templates 

for macropore generation. The influence of NiCo2O4 (NCO) nanoparticles on the formation 

pathways and the morphologies of Li2O2 discharge product was investigated by comparing 

the CNT cathodes with and without NCO nanoparticles grown on CNT surfaces. The 

influence of the NCO nanoparticles on the crystallinity of the Li2O2 formed via the surface 

growth pathway was explored by tweaking the content of NCO nanoparticles on CNT 

surfaces. The macroporous NCO@CNT cathodes are found to promote the formation of a 

thick amorphous Li2O2 layer on cathode surfaces. The mechanism for forming this thick 

amorphous layer is proposed, and the implications of this layer on the ORR and OER 

performance of battery are discussed in detail. The effect of the macropores on the discharge 

capacity of the battery is also analyzed.  

 

Experimental 

Material. All regents were of analytical grade and were used as received without further 

purification. Carbon nanotubes (CNT, multi-walled) were supplied by Chengdu Organic 

Chemicals Co., Ltd. Styrene, potassium persulfate, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), cobalt 

nitrate hexahydrate (Co(NO3)2·6H2O), nickel nitrate hexahydrate (Ni(NO3)2·6H2O), acetone 

and toluene were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Urea, nitric acid (69 %) and sodium 

hydroxide were obtained from Chem-Supply. Nylon filter membrane (0.45 μm pore size, 47 
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mm diameter), cellulose filter membrane (0.45 μm pore size, 47 mm diameter) and glass 

fiber membrane (Grade GF/F) were from Whatman. Lithium foil was supplied by China 

Energy Lithium Co., Ltd. 1M lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) in 

tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME) was from Suzhou Qianmin Chemical 

Reagent Co., Ltd. Ultra-high purity (99.999%) O2 was acquired from Coregas. 

Material Synthesis. CNT was first treated with nitric acid. 200 mg CNT were suspended in 

60 mL nitric acid (69 %) and refluxed for 3 h. The suspension was cooled to room 

temperature, diluted with 500 mL DI water and filtered through a nylon membrane on a 

vacuum filtration apparatus. The filter cake was further washed with a large quantity of DI 

water until the filtrate reaching pH-neutral and dried at 60 ℃ overnight. Polystyrene (PS) 

microspheres with diameters of 170 and 410 nm were synthesized according to a previous 

report27 and labeled as PS170 and PS410. 

The NCO@CNT was synthesized according to a previous method with modification28. 25 

mg CNT was dispersed in 30 mL DI water by sonication. 1 mmol Co(NO3)2·6H2O, 0.5 mmol 

Ni(NO3)2·6H2O and 6 mmol urea were added to the above dispersion, stirred for 15 min at 

room temperature, and transferred to a Teflon-lined autoclave. The autoclave was heated to 

95 ℃ and maintained at that temperature for 10 h before naturally cooling down to room 

temperature. The precipitate was collected, washed with water three times and dried at 60 ℃ 

overnight. The dried product was heated to 300 ℃ in an open-ended tube furnace at a slow 

heating rate of 2 ℃ min-1 and maintained for 3 h to obtain the NCO@CNT. Another sample 

with lower NCO loading (labeled as LNCO@CNT) was prepared by decreasing metal salt 

feeds, i.e., 0.10 mmol Co(NO3)2·6H2O, 0.05 mmol Ni(NO3)2·6H2O and 0.60 mmol urea. 

The freestanding macroporous NCO@CNT cathodes (M-NCO@CNT) were fabricated via 
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a vacuum filtration method followed by PS template removal. To fabricate the M-

NCO@CNT-170 cathode with PS170 as a template, 15 mg NCO@CNT, 10 mg PS170, and 

100 mg SDS were dispersed in 20 mL DI water and sonicated for 1 h. The mixture was 

filtered through a cellulose membrane on a vacuum filtration apparatus and washed with DI 

water. The obtained film was punched into a 1 cm circular disk and treated with acetone 

followed by toluene to remove the cellulose membrane and PS microspheres. The obtained 

disk was dried in an oven at 60 ℃ and used as a freestanding cathode directly. In order to 

investigate the effect of NCO loading, macroporous LNCO@CNT cathode with PS170 as a 

template (M-LNCO@CNT-170) and macroporous CNT cathode with PS170 as a template 

(M-CNT-170) were fabricated with LNCO@CNT (6 mg) and CNT (5 mg) instead. The 

amount of LNCO@CNT and CNT were adjusted, so the carbon (CNT) content in all M-

NCO@CNT-170, M-LNCO@CNT-170 and M-CNT-170 cathodes remained the same. In 

order to investigate the effect of pore size, M-NCO@CNT-410 and M-NCO@CNT-0 

cathodes were fabricated with PS410 template and no template instead.  

Characterization. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were acquired on an FEI 

Quanta 450 operating at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV. Transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) images were acquired on a Tecnai G2 Spirit operating at an accelerating voltage of 

120 kV. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were conducted on a Rigaku Miniflex 600 

instrument using a Cu Kα radiation at a scanning rate of 1 ° min-1. X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were conducted on a Thermo Fisher Scientific K-Alpha+ 

Spectrometer using a monochromatic Al Kα radiation at 12 kV. 

Electrochemical measurements. The coin-type battery was assembled in an argon-filled 

glove box, using an as-prepared cathode, a Li foil anode, a glass fiber membrane separate, a 
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1 M LiTFSI in TEGDME electrolyte and a Ni foam current collector. The assembled battery 

was transferred to a glass chamber and purged with ultra-high purity O2 for 15 min. The 

galvanostatic discharge-charge tests were performed on a Neware battery testing system. In 

order to perform ex-situ characterizations of cathodes, coin-type batteries were disassembled 

in an argon-filled glove box. The extracted cathodes were soaked in TEGDME for 24 h and 

pat dried with filter paper. These cathodes were kept in argon at all times until tests were 

performed. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Material Synthesis and Characterization 

NCO@CNT was synthesized by in-situ growth of NCO nanoparticles on CNT surfaces 

through a simple hydrothermal method followed by calcination. The crystal structures of 

CNT and NCO@CNT were characterized by XRD as displayed in Figure 5.1. The strong 

peak at 2θ of 26.0° in CNT can be indexed to the (002) plane of carbon and the sharpness of 

this peak suggests the graphitic structure of CNT is preserved after acidic treatment. The 

remaining peaks at 2θs of 43.7° and 53.9° can be ascribed to the (100) and (004) planes of 

carbon29. For NCO@CNT, peaks at 2θs of 19.0°, 31.2°, 36.8°, 38.5°, 44.8°, 59.0° and 64.6° 

can be indexed to the (111), (220), (311), (222), (400), (511) and (440) crystal planes of the 

spinel phase NiCo2O4 (JCPDS #73-1702). The CNT 2θ peak shifts to 25.0° and broadens, 

which implies the crystallinity of CNT slightly decreases after calcination30.  
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Figure 5.1. The XRD patterns of CNT and NCO@CNT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2. XPS spectra of NCO@CNT. 
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Figure 5.2 illustrates the XPS spectra of C 1s, O 1s, Co 2p and Ni 2p elements in NCO@CNT. 

The C 1s spectrum shows four peaks at 284.8, 285.4, 287.9 and 290.6 eV corresponding to 

the C-C, C-O, C=O, and O=C-O bonds28. The O 1s spectrum displays the metal-oxygen bond 

at 529.9 eV and the C-O bond at 531.4 eV. The peak at 532.9 eV can be attributed to defect 

sites with abundant low oxygen coordination species, indicating the surfaces of NCO@CNT 

are rich in oxygen defects31,32. The Co 2p spectrum is fitted with the spin-orbit doublet peaks 

of Co2+, Co3+ and two shakeup satellites. The peaks at 779.9 and 794.9 eV are indexed to the 

doublet of Co2+ while peaks at 781.5 and 796.5 eV are indexed to Co3+. Two satellite peaks 

of Co can be observed at 786.7 and 803.1 eV32,33. The Ni 2p spectrum shows two spin-orbit 

doublet peaks for Ni2+ at 854.2 and 871.9 eV and Ni3+ at 855.8 and 873.5 eV, accompanied 

by two satellite peaks at 861.4 and 879.5 eV32,33. The XPS results confirm the formation of 

spinel NiCo2O4 on CNT with rich Ni2+/Ni3+ and Co2+/Co3+ redox couples. 

Figure S5.1 displays that the CNT is 10-20 nm in diameter and several microns in length. 

The SEM image of NCO@CNT (Figure 5.3a) shows the diameter increases to 20-40 nm, as 

the result of the uniform deposition of NCO on CNT surfaces. The TEM image (Figure 5.3b) 

reveals that the NCO nanoparticles of ~10 nm cover the surfaces of CNT adequately. For 

LNCO@CNT with lower NCO loading, its diameter does not increase as significantly as 

that of NCO@CNT (Figure 5.3c), and NCO nanoparticles are sparsely distributed on the 

surface of CNTs (Figure 5.3d). The carboxylic, carbonyl and hydroxyl groups on the acidic 

treated CNT offer numerous nucleation sites for NCO precursor (Ni and Co mixed hydroxide) 

to grow into fine nanoparticles without aggregation34. The freestanding cathodes were 

fabricated via a vacuum filtration-assisted self-assembly method. PS microspheres (Figure 

S5.2) were used as sacrificial templates to generate macropores with desired dimensions. 
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The SEM image of the M-CNT-170 (Figure 5.4a) shows that after the removal of PS 

microspheres, interconnected macropores of ~170 nm in size are densely distributed on the 

highly entangled nanotube framework. It also shows small mesopores (< 20 nm) between 

crisscrossing nanotubes that are typically presented in CNT films assembled with the aid of 

vacuum filtration35. For M-NCO@CNT-170 (Figure 5.4b), the macropores are less spherical 

and ordered, because NCO@CNT is more rigid than CNT. Nevertheless, NCO@CNT is long 

and flexible enough to form an intertwined framework with macropores of 100-200 nm in 

size together with small mesopores between nanotubes. The M-LNCO@CNT-170 cathode 

with lower loading of NCO displays a similar macroporous structure to that of M-

NCO@CNT-170 (Figure 5.4c). 

 

 

Figure 5.3. (a) SEM and (b) TEM images of NCO@CNT; (c) SEM and (d) TEM images of 

LNCO@CNT.  
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Figure 5.4. SEM images of the pristine (a) M-CNT-170, (b) M-NCO@CNT-170, and (c) M-

LNCO@CNT-170 cathodes, scale bars indicate 200 nm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5. (a) The discharge-charge profiles of M-CNT-170, M-NCO@CNT-170 and   

M-LNCO@CNT-170 at a current density of 200 mA g-1; (b) the rate performance of      

M-NCO@CNT-170 at current densities of 200, 400, 800 and 1600 mA g-1; the cycling 

performance of M-NCO@CNT-170 (c) at a current density of 200 mA g-1 and limited 

capacity of 500 mAh g-1 and (d) at 400 mA g-1 and limited capacity of 1000 mAh g-1. 
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Effect of NCO on Li2O2 Formation  

In order to evaluate the contribution of NCO to the battery performance, the galvanostatic 

discharge-charge profiles of M-CNT-170, M-NCO@CNT-170 and M-LNCO@CNT-170 

cathodes were measured at a current density of 200 mA g-1 within the potential window of 

2.0-4.5 V (vs. Li/Li+), and the results are shown in Figure 5.5a. During first discharge, the 

specific capacities of M-CNT-170, M-NCO@CNT-170 and M-LNCO@CNT-170 are 6089, 

6165 and 2732 mAh g-1. Intriguingly, while M-NCO@CNT-170 delivers a similar discharge 

capacity to that of M-CNT-170, the low NCO loading in M-LNCO@CNT-170 exhibits a 

significant negative impact on discharge capacity. In addition, M-CNT-170 displays a nearly 

constant potential plateau followed by a sharp, faster-than-exponential, potential drop by the 

end of discharge, but both M-NCO@CNT-170 and M-LNCO@CNT-170 display a sloping 

curve. The drastically different discharge curves suggest that the addition of NCO may 

fundamentally change the ORR pathway during discharge. For the recharge, the         

M-CNT-170 cathode can only recover ~1000 mAh g-1, while M-NCO@CNT-170 and    

M-LNCO@CNT-170 can fully recover their discharge capacities with a charge potential of 

3.9 and 4.0V. A small addition of NCO in M-LNCO@CNT-170 cathode can significantly 

reduce charge potential and improve OER activity in comparison to the M-CNT-170 cathode, 

while the higher loading M-NCO@CNT-170 shows overall the highest OER activity. 

Figure 5.5b shows the rate performance of M-NCO@CNT-170. The battery capacity 

decreases as the current density increases. At an increased current density of 400 mA g-1, the 

capacity sees a marginal reduction from 6165 mAh g-1 at 200 mA g-1 to 5435 mAh g-1. At a 

high current density of 800 mA g-1, the discharge capacity is 4134 mA g-1, and even at the 

super high current density of 1600 mA g-1, the cathode can still retain a capacity of 2809 
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mAh g-1, indicating the superior rate performance of M-NCO@CNT-170. Figure 5.5c 

displays the cycling performance of M-NCO@CNT-170 at a current density of 200 mA g-1 

and limited capacity of 500 mAh g-1. M-NCO@CNT-170 shows small polarization with a 

discharge overpotential of 0.23 V and a charge overpotential of 0.77 V during the initial 

cycle. The battery shows minimal degradation over the first 250 cycles and fails after 343 

cycles. In contrast, M-CNT-170 cathode maintains 68 cycles (Figure S5.3), and         

M-LNCO@CNT-170 cathode can maintain 96 cycles (Figure S5.4). Compared to other 

NCO-based cathodes reported in previous literature (Table S5.1), the M-NCO@CNT-170 

cathode shows high capacity and outstanding cycling performance, the latter of which is 

superior to previous cathodic NCO materials. The excellent stability of M-NCO@CNT-170 

is further demonstrated by cycling the cathode at a higher current density of 400 mA g-1 at a 

larger cut-off capacity of 1000 mAh g-1. As shown in Figure 5.5d, the cathode is stable for 

the first 100 cycles and fails after 113 cycles. 

In order to further understand the influences of NCO to battery performance, the batteries 

using M-CNT-170, M-NCO@CNT-170 and M-LNCO@CNT-170 cathodes were 

dissembled after the first deep discharge to 2.0 V so that the cathodes can be analyzed via 

ex-situ characterizations. Figure 5.6a shows that on the fully discharged M-CNT-170, the 

characteristic Li2O2 toroids of ~80 nm in thickness and ~300 nm in diameter can be clearly 

observed, and the macropores in M-CNT-170 are filled by these toroids. For the discharged 

M-NCO@CNT-170 cathode, no large Li2O2 toroids can be observed (Figures 5.6b and 

S5.5a). Instead, Li2O2 is homogenously deposited in a conformal layer morphology with a 

thickness of up to ~50 nm. Most of the macropores on the cathode surfaces are filled by 

Li2O2. Moreover, the macroporous structure of the M-NCO@CNT-170 framework is 
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preserved after Li2O2 formation, as demonstrated by the SEM image of fully recharged   

M-NCO@CNT-170 (Figure S5.6). For the discharged M-LNCO@CNT-170 cathode, Li2O2 

forms a thin layer of less than 10 nm in thickness, which fills in a much smaller percentage 

of the macropores on the cathode, compared to that of M-NCO@CNT-170 (Figures 5.6c and 

S5.5b). The crystal structures of discharged M-CNT-170, M-NCO@CNT-170, and      

M-LNCO@CNT-170 cathodes were further examined by XRD (Figure 5.6d). The peaks at 

2θs of 32.9, 35.0° and 58.7° in the discharged M-CNT-170 cathode can be ascribed to the 

(100), (101), and (110) crystal planes of Li2O2 (JCPDS # 09-0355), which confirms the 

formation of well-crystalline Li2O2 on M-CNT-170. For the discharged M-NCO@CNT-170 

cathode, however, no visible peaks for crystalline Li2O2 can be observed, indicating the 

formation of amorphous Li2O2. For the discharged M-LNCO@CNT-170 cathode, a major 

peak at 2θ of 32.9° can be indexed to the (100) crystal plane of Li2O2, which reveals the 

discharge product on M-LNCO@CNT-170 possesses reduced crystallinity compared to that 

on M-CNT-170. These results indicate that the addition of NCO onto CNT can drastically 

change the morphology of deposited Li2O2 from the typical toroid morphology to a layer 

morphology. The content of NCO on CNT also plays an essential role to influence the 

crystallinity of the formed Li2O2. High NCO contents on CNT promote the formation of 

amorphous Li2O2 together with the increase in the thickness of the Li2O2 layer. 
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Figure 5.6. The ex-situ SEM images of the (a) M-CNT-170, (b) M-NCO@CNT-170 and (c) 

M-LNCO@CNT-170 after the first full discharge, the scale bars indicate 200 nm; (d) their 

corresponding XRD patterns (# indicates the peaks of NiCo2O4 and * indicates the peak of 

Ni foam current collector) 

 

The morphological analysis of the deposited Li2O2 suggests that on M-CNT-170, the Li2O2 

toroids are formed via a solution growth pathway, while the Li2O2 layers on M-NCO@CNT-

170 and M-LNCO@CNT-170 cathodes are produced via a surface growth pathway. The 

different shapes of discharge curves further support their distinct pathways. For M-CNT-170, 

the growth of Li2O2 toroids does not passivate cathode surfaces, so the plateau is constant. 

Eventually, the macropores of the cathode are filled by large Li2O2 toroids, and cathode 

surfaces are blocked, which leads to a sharp drop in potential36. On the other hand, for M-

NCO@CNT-170 and M-LNCO@CNT-170, the ohmic overpotential gradually increases as 

the electron transfer through the deposited Li2O2 layer becomes increasingly difficult, 

resulting in a sloping discharge curve36. The different pathways on these cathodes can be 
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attributed to the different O2 (LiO2) absorptivity of cathode surfaces. For M-CNT-170, CNT 

is known to show a weak O2 (LiO2) absorptivity26. LiO2
* generated through reactions (5.1) 

and (5.2) can readily migrate into the electrolyte and preferably form Li2O2 toroids via the 

solution growth pathway. In contrast, the surfaces of NCO display strong O2 (LiO2) 

adsorption affinity37 because they are oxygen-deficient38,39. The surface adsorbed LiO2
* on 

the surfaces of M-NCO@CNT-170 and M-LNCO@CNT-170 can directly undergo surface 

growth pathway to produce Li2O2 layers. 

The oxygen-deficient surfaces of NCO can promote the growth of oxygen-rich and lithium-

deficient species (Li2-xO2)
23. The presence of Li2-xO2 introduces defects in the Li2O2 layer, 

leading to reduced crystallinity23. In addition, the crystallinity of the deposited Li2O2 is 

related to how LiO2
* is arranged on the initial adsorption sites40, which also act as nucleation 

sites for Li2O2 growth. LiO2
* on the defect-rich NCO surfaces is irregularly arranged, which 

leads to the growth of Li2O2 layer with poor crystallinity. For M-CNT-170, the weak O2 

(LiO2) absorptivity of CNT surfaces drives the formation of large Li2O2 toroids via the 

solution growth pathway. For M-NCO@CNT-170, the surfaces of the cathode are entirely 

covered by oxygen-deficient NCO and adsorbs irregularly arranged LiO2
*, which also 

promotes the growth of Li2-xO2. Consequently, the overall crystallinity of Li2O2 layer formed 

on this cathode is significantly reduced so as it is below the detection limit of XRD. For M-

LNCO@CNT-170, the surfaces consist of a small amount of NCO and a large amount of 

CNT. Although Li2O2 near the NCO nanoparticles shows poor crystallinity, it only 

constitutes a small portion. The CNT surfaces are relatively well defined, so LiO2
* on CNT 

surfaces are orderly arranged40, this, together with the weak O2 (LiO2) absorptivity of CNT 

surfaces, results in the growth of crystalline Li2O2. The overall Li2O2 layer on M-
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LNCO@CNT-170 shows slightly reduced crystallinity. The detailed mechanisms on the 

Li2O2 formations on the three different cathodes are summarized in Figure 5.7. 

The formation of amorphous Li2O2 layer can significantly enhance the OER and cycling 

performance. Compared to large toroids from the solution growth pathway, the layer 

morphology is in close contact with cathode surfaces, which improves the kinetics during 

OER4. In addition, the amorphous Li2O2 can be decomposed with a much lower potential 

than its crystalline counterpart41, which reduces the charge overpotential and improves the 

long-term stability of the battery. The superior cycling performance of M-NCO@CNT-170 

can be ascribed to a combination of the layer morphology and amorphous nature of Li2O2 

induced by NCO nanoparticles on CNT surfaces.  

Moreover, the amorphous Li2O2 shows improved charge transport properties than its 

crystalline counterpart42,43, therefore, it can also be beneficial for ORR. For M-NCO@CNT-

170, Li2O2 can grow into a much thicker layer (~ 50 nm) than that on M-LNCO@CNT-170 

(~ 10nm), before the cathode is fully passivated. Notably, this Li2O2 layer on M-

NCO@CNT-170 is also much thicker than those from previous reports (< 20 nm)23,44. 

Evidently, the thickness of the Li2O2 layer also affects the discharge capacity of the cathodes. 

The insoluble Li2O2 is accommodated in the macropores of cathodes. The discharge capacity 

of the cathode with a certain pore volume is determined by how much of the pores in the 

cathode is filled by Li2O2, i.e., the utilization ratio of the porous cathode. Because the Li2O2 

layer on M-NCO@CNT-170 is much thicker compared to that on M-LNCO@CNT-170, the 

M-NCO@CNT-170 cathode shows a higher cathode utilization ratio, which attributes to its 

improved capacity performance. Conventionally, the surface growth pathway for Li2O2 is 

much less favorable than the solution growth pathway, because the thin Li2O2 layer shows a 
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low cathode utilization ratio. In order to increase the cathode utilization ratio for Li2O2 layer 

with a thickness of 5-10 nm, an ultra-porous cathode with a small pore size (~ 20 nm) and 

ultra-high surface areas is required. The development of such cathode remains challenging, 

especially considering such small pores can be easily blocked. Conversely, in this work, the 

M-NCO@CNT-170 cathode with a macropore size of 100-200 nm can accommodate ~ 50 

nm thick Li2O2 layer with a high cathode utilization ratio. It can even deliver a discharge 

capacity comparable to that of M-CNT-170 via the solution growth pathway because both 

M-CNT-170 and M-NCO@CNT-170 cathodes display similarly high cathode utilization 

ratios. These results have demonstrated that the formation of amorphous and layer-like Li2O2 

can circumvent the small capacity issue of the surface growth pathway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7. The scheme of the Li2O2 formation mechanisms on M-CNT-170, M-

NCO@CNT-170, and M-LNCO@CNT-170 cathodes. 
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Effect of Cathode Pore Size 

Intuitively, the size of the macropores in the cathode can also influence the cathode 

utilization ratio. The effect of the macroporous structure on the discharge capacity of the 

batteries is discussed. The size of the macropores can be adjusted by using different sized 

PS microspheres. When using larger PS410 microspheres, larger macropores of ~ 400 nm in 

size are presented in M-NCO@CNT-410 (Figure 5.8a). Without the addition of PS 

microspheres, the SEM image of M-NCO@CNT-0 (Figure 5.8b) reveals that the cathode is 

densely packed under the force of vacuum filtration. There are no macropores, and only a 

small amount of mesopores are present. The SEM image (Figure 5.8c) of the discharged   

M-NCO@CNT-410 cathode shows that the Li2O2 layer cannot fill up the macropores in the 

cathode with a high utilization ratio. Consequently, the M-NCO@CNT-410 cathode with 

larger pores shows a reduced capacity of 4834 mAh g-1 compared to M-NCO@CNT-170 

(6165 mAh g-1) (Figure 5.8e). On the other hand, for the discharged M-NCO@CNT-0, SEM 

image of the cathode (Figure 5.8d) reveals that it is entirely covered with a formless layer of 

Li2O2 without any pore. Discharge curve (Figure 5.8e) reveals that without any macropores, 

M-NCO@CNT-0 can only deliver 1221 mAh g-1. The quick surface coverage can block 

further mass transportation, drastically limiting the overall capacity on M-NCO@CNT-0. 

Evidently, M-NCO@CNT-170 offers the optimal pore structure that efficiently 

accommodates the discharge product with a high cathode utilization ratio. The thick Li2O2 

layer allows cathodes with proper macroporous structures, such as M-NCO@CNT-170, to 

be facially synthesized to overcome the low capacity issues of the Li2O2 formed via surface 

growth pathway. 
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Figure 5.8. The SEM images of the pristine (a) M-NCO@CNT-410 and (b) M-NCO@CNT-

0 cathodes; the ex-situ SEM images of the (c) M-NCO@CNT-410 and (d) M-NCO@CNT-

0 cathodes after the first full discharge, the scale bars indicate 500 nm; (e) the discharge-

charge profiles of M-NCO@CNT-410, M-NCO@CNT-170 and M-NCO@CNT-0 at a 

current density 200 mA g-1. 

 

Conclusion 

A non-aqueous Li-O2 battery using a novel M-NCO@CNT-170 cathode can deliver a 

capacity of 6165 mAh g-1 at 200 mA g-1 and excellent cycling performance of 343 cycles at 

200 mA g-1 and limited capacity of 500 mAh g-1. A unique thick and amorphous Li2O2 layer 

is observed as the discharge product of M-NCO@CNT-170. The oxygen-deficient surfaces 

of NCO nanoparticles that entirely cover CNT are proposed to promote the formation of 

amorphous Li2O2 layer by adsorbing irregularly arranged LiO2
*, which grows into defect-

rich Li2O2 with poor crystallinity. Owing to the improved charge transfer properties of 

amorphous Li2O2, the Li2O2 layer can exceed the thickness limit of bulk Li2O2 layer (5-10 

nm) and grow to a considerably improved thickness of ~50 nm before the cathode is fully 

passivated. The thick Li2O2 layer formation on M-NCO@CNT-170 allows the discharge 

product to fill the macropores in the cathode with a high utilization ratio, leading to a high 
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discharge capacity. The amorphous Li2O2 layer is in close contact with cathode surfaces and 

can be facilely decomposed during OER, which attributes to the excellent cycling 

performance of the M-NCO@CNT-170 cathode. The effect of the pore size structure on the 

discharge capacity of the batteries is investigated, and the M-NCO@CNT-170 with a 

macropore size of 100-200 nm is optimal to ensure high cathode utilization ratio. This study 

has demonstrated that by improving the conductivity of the Li2O2 layer in the surface growth 

pathway, a significantly larger amount of Li2O2 can be produced before cathode passivation, 

which leads to higher discharge capacity. This new strategy can overcome the low capacity 

issue of the surface growth pathway for future cathode designs of stable and high-capacity 

non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. 
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Figure S5.1. The SEM image of CNT after being treated with nitric acid. 
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Figure S5.2. The SEM images of (a) PS170 and (b) PS410 microspheres, scale bars indicate 

200 nm. 
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Figure S5.3. The cycling performance of M-CNT-170 cathode at a current density of 200 

mA g-1 and limited capacity of 500 mAh g-1. 
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Figure S5.4. The cycling performance of M-LNCO@CNT-170 at a current density of 200 

mA g-1 and limited capacity of 500 mAh g-1. 
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Figure S5.5. The TEM images of the (a) M-NCO@CNT-170 and (b) M-LNCO@CNT-170 

cathodes after first discharge, the scale bars indicate 25 nm. 
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Figure S5.6. The ex-situ SEM image of M-NCO@CNT-170 after the first full discharge-

charge cycle at a current density of 200 mA g-1. 
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Table S5.1. Electrochemical performance of the M-NCO@CNT-170 cathode in this 

study as compared with other NCO-based cathodes reported in literature 

Ref Cathode Maximum 

Capacity 

Current 

Density 

Limited 

Capacity 

Cycle 

Number 

This 

work 

Freestanding macroporous 

NiCo2O4@CNT 

6165 

mAh g-1 

200  

mA g-1 

500  

mAh g-1 

343 

S1 NiCo2O4@N-rGO 6716 

mAh g-1 

200  

mA g-1 

1000 

mAh g-1 

112 

S2 Pd/PdO on Cr(III)-doped 

NiCo2O4 

4000 

mAh g-1 

200  

mA g-1 

1000 

mAh g-1 

100 

S3 Freestanding NiCo2O4 

nanoneedles @ C fiber 

4221 

mAh g-1 

200  

mA g-1 

1000 

mAh g-1 

200 

S4 NiCo2O4 hollow 

microspheres 

8019 

mAh g-1 

300  

mA g-1 

1000 

mAh g-1 

40 

S5 NiCo2O4 rods on Co3O4 

nanosheets 

4386 

mAh g-1 

0.1   

mA cm-2 

500 mAh 

g-1 

60 

S6 Freestanding NiCo2O4@N-

C fiber 

5304 

mAh g-1 

200  

mA g-1 

1000 

mAh g-1 

92 

S7 NiCo2O4@C microspheres 6489 

mAh g-1 

200  

mA g-1 

1000 

mAh g-1 

90 

S8 Cr(III)-doped NiCo2O4 1.23 

mAh cm-2 

0.1   

mA cm-2 

0.2  

mAh cm-2 

45 

S9 Freestanding bowl-like 

NiCo2O4@C Fiber 

9624.2 

mAh g-1 

100  

mA g-1 

500  

mAh g-1 

100 

S10 Urchin-like NiO–NiCo2O4 

microsphere 

9231 

mAh g-1 

100  

mA g-1 

600  

mAh g-1 

80 

S11 3D Foam-Like NiCo2O4 10137 

mAh g-1 

200  

mA g-1 

1000 

mAh g-1 

80 

S12 Freestanding CeO2@ 

NiCo2O4 nanowire array 

6300 

mAh g-1 

100  

mA g-1 

500  

mAh g-1 

64 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Recommendation 

6.1. Conclusions  

This thesis aims to develop efficient and stable cathode materials and gain insights into their 

mechanisms in non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. Based on the systematic investigation on the 

surface atom arrangement and the nanostructure of the NiCo2O4 (NCO) nanoplates, the 

syngenetic effect between the NCO nanoplates and reduced graphene oxide aerogel (GA) 

support and the influence of the NCO@carbon nanotubes (CNT) surfaces on the 

morphologies and crystallinities of the Li2O2 discharge product, the following conclusions 

are drawn: 

(1) NCO nanoplates with identical morphology but exposure to different {111} and {112} 

crystal planes were synthesized to investigate the crystal plane effect of NCO in   

Li-O2 batteries. The contribution of NCO to battery performance is mainly attributed 

to the improvement of OER rather than ORR. The OER activity of NCO nanoplates 

is highly dependent on surface atom arrangement. The {112} crystal planes exposed 

NCO nanoplates show higher OER activity than that of {111} crystal planes. The 

improved OER activity can be ascribed to the higher density of dangling bonds and 

the access to the highly active octahedral Co3+ and Ni3+ sites on {112} crystal planes. 

The OER activity of NCO is correlated with the surface areas associated with the 

highly active {112} crystal planes. The presence of Ni3+ in crystal lattice plays an 

essential role in improving the OER activity and the overall conductance of NCO. 

This work has successfully established the relationship between the crystal plane 

effect, surface area and Ni3+ content on battery performance. The 2D NCO 

nanoplates can then be used as building blocks for the development of advanced 
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hetero-nanostructured cathode materials. 

(2) A freestanding macroporous nanocomposite of GA and NCO nanoplates cathode was 

developed through a one-pot self-assembly approach. In this unique nanostructure, 

NCO nanoplates residing on the walls of the macropores can provide abundant OER 

active sites and suppress the decomposition of GA, and the macroporous GA support 

can facilitate electron and mass transfer and act as Li2O2 accommodation sites.   

The macroporous cathode with a weight ratio of GA: NCO = 1: 4 exhibits an optimal 

ratio, where the NCO nanoplates can adequately cover the walls of macropores 

without a severe aggregation that hinders the conductivity of the cathode. The 

macroporous structure can enhance the oxygen and Li ions transport properties, and 

the freestanding design can avoid the usage of the binder, which is well-known to 

promote parasitic reactions. Consequently, the macroporous nanocomposite of GA 

and NCO nanoplates cathode with a weight ratio of GA: NCO = 1: 4 can deliver a 

specific capacity of 4302 mAh g-1 and a cycling performance of 82 cycles. The 

improved performance can be ascribed to the synergistic effect between GA and an 

opportune amount of NCO together with the freestanding macroporous structure. 

This work demonstrates a novel approach to tackle the instability issue with carbon-

based macroporous cathode and provides insights into the performance enhancement 

of solution growth pathway-based Li-O2 batteries.  

(3) The macroporous NCO@CNT cathode was fabricated through a vacuum filtration-

assisted self-assembly approach. The NCO-coated CNT surfaces are found to 

promote the formation of amorphous Li2O2 layer through the surface growth pathway, 

by introducing irregularly arranged LiO2
* during adsorption and Li defects during 
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Li2O2 growth. Amorphous Li2O2 possesses higher conductivity than its crystalline 

counterpart, which allows the Li2O2 layer to grow to a much thicker layer of 50 nm, 

increasing the Li2O2 production before cathode surfaces are fully passivated. As a 

result, the Li2O2 discharge product can fill the macropores in the cathode with a high 

cathode utilization ratio, leading to a high discharge capacity of 6165 mAh g-1 at   

200 mA g-1 that is comparable to the macroporous CNT cathode via the solution 

growth pathway. The amorphous Li2O2 layer is in close contact with cathode surfaces 

and can be facilely decomposed during OER, which attributes to the excellent cycling 

performance of 343 cycles at 200 mA g-1 and 500 mAh g-1 that overpasses previous 

reports. Based on the morphology of Li2O2, the macroporous NCO@CNT cathode 

with a pore size of 100-200 nm shows the optimal pore structure to allow Li2O2 to 

fill the macropores with a high cathode utilization ratio. This work has demonstrated 

the viability of Li-O2 batteries based on the unconventional surface growth pathway, 

which can be a promising approach for further high-performance Li-O2 batteries. 

Through these investigations, the correlations between the nanostructures of the cathode 

materials and the battery performance are uncovered, and both the solution growth pathway 

and surface growth pathway approaches proposed in Section 2.4 have been systematically 

studied. The output of this thesis furthers our understandings of the mechanisms of the 

battery and guides the rational cathode design for large capacity, high efficiency and long 

lifespan Li-O2 batteries for a wide range of energy storage applications. 

 

6.2. Future Perspectives 

In this project, significant progress on the development of cathode materials has been made 

to benefit the development of future high-performance Li-O2 batteries. Future opportunities 
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stemmed from this research are suggested: 

(1) Although the crystal plane effect of NCO has been experimentally demonstrated, the 

exact mechanism is still unclear. It is suggested that the Ni3+ on the octahedral sites 

may be more catalytic active than Co3+. Computational studies such as density 

functional theory can be used to clarify the function of Ni3+ in electrochemistry. This 

enables more options for fine tuning the surface atom arrangement, such as cation 

ordering and surface segregation of Ni3+, for high-performance Li-O2 battery. 

(2) For the macroporous nanocomposite of GA and NCO nanoplates cathode, the large 

macropores are not efficiently filled by the Li2O2 discharge product, and the capacity 

can be improved further by growing larger Li2O2 toroids. Optimization of the 

electrolyte, such as a high donor number solvent, will promote the growth of larger 

Li2O2 toroids via the solution growth pathway. Redox mediators can be considered 

to facilitate the oxidation of large Li2O2 particles. The stability of the overall system 

can be compromised by the utilization of high donor number solvent and redox 

mediators that can introduce more parasitic reactions. Therefore, the cathode design 

in which NCO nanoplates act as a protective layer for GA support is more valuable 

in this situation. In addition, the NCO nanoplates are currently bonded with GA 

through physical interaction. To introduce a large amount of NCO on GA via stronger 

chemical bonds without compromising the porous structure of the GA support, 

alternative synthesis routes can be explored, such as growing a protective NCO layer 

via electrodeposition. 

(3) For the macroporous NCO@CNT cathode, the template method, unfortunately, 

cannot generate highly ordered macroporous cathodes, possibly due to relatively 
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rigid NCO@CNT nanotubes. This irregularity in pore distribution can reduce the 

cathode utilization ratio and discharge capacity of the battery. Therefore, an 

alternative fabrication method that helps to produce ordered macrospores can be 

explored. In addition, the mechanism of the unique amorphous Li2O2 formation is 

not well-understood. More work is needed to clarify whether this phenomenon is 

exclusive to the macroporous NCO@CNT cathode, which will help future cathode 

design based on surface growth pathway. 




